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Sincere Gratitude To:
Melinda Groom, long term supporter of
the NEC and the 9th street project, who
passed away in Blue Lake in late April.
Melinda led hikes for the Sierra Club and
was a supporter of CNPS and EPIC. Her
support of the NEC in a time of financial
uncertainty helped us build back up to the
point where we are today. We are grateful
to Melinda for believing in the organization
and helping us through a tough time. Our
heart goes out to her spouse, Don. The
North Coast is better for having had her.
More than a bouquet, Melinda deserves
an entire native plant garden for her
lifetime support of environmental causes.
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Guests on Goudi’ni, Wiyot Territory
EcoNews is the official monthly
publication of the Northcoast
Environmental Center (NEC), a
non-profit organization. Third class
postage paid in Arcata. ISSN No.
0885-7237. EcoNews is mailed to
our members and distributed free
throughout the Northern California
and Southern Oregon bioregion.
The subscription rate is $50 per year.

The ideas and views expressed
in EcoNews are not necessarily
those of the Northcoast
Environmental Center

Email nec@yournec.org
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Do you have a burning environmental
question? Write to “Dear EcoNews” and we’ll
get a professional in that field to address
your eco quandaries, concerns, and queries.

The mission of EcoNews is to inform and
educate the public on environmental issues
around the world, state and bioregion.
Many of these issues are complex and
have varying levels of support throughout
the environmental community. Our goal
is to provide a platform to explore, discuss
and debate these topics in order to better
understand their nuances. The ideas
expressed in EcoNews do
not necessarily reflect the
positions of the NEC or
its member groups. We
appreciate and welcome
alternative points of view.
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Congratulations to the U.S. Forest
Service - Klamath National Forest
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The Klamath National Forest (KNF) has announced
it will adopt alternative treatments to herbicides use as
part of its post-fire work on the eastern portion of the
KNF. This exciting development was announced via
Facebook by Forest Supervisor Rachel Smith, who wrote:
“It is clear that indigenous people in Siskiyou County
and many long-time partners and concerned members
of the public are unified in opposing herbicide use on
public lands, and with good reason. As our partners
know, I am always interested in adding tools to our
toolbox collectively – as we face a need to amplify our
pace and scale of restoration on the landscape, we need
to consider all options for effective land management.
We are committed to a collaborative process where
the voices of our partners and interested public are heard
and considered seriously. As a result, we are removing
herbicide use entirely from the proposal for post-fire
work on the eastern portion of the forest. Our principal
focus is on reestablishing a healthy forest and we will
look at alternative paths to achieve that goal.”
This is notable because the KNF is notoriously
the least environmentally friendly forest in Region 5
(California). We look forward to seeing more decisions
like this coming out of the Klamath National Forest. For
more on “post-fire work,” check out EPIC’s article on
page 11.

Biden’s Old-Growth Executive Order

The need to amplify the pace and scale of restoration
on the landscape was underscored by a recent Executive
Order by President Biden called “Strengthening the
Nation’s Forests, Communities, and Local Economies.”
While we are glad to see President Biden acknowledge
the importance of old growth forests, and the executive
order brings critical attention to the problem, it fails to
recognize or address the serious threat that the logging
of old growth and large trees represents.
Millions of trees were lost in 2021, hurting climate
goals, set at last year’s climate summit in Glasgow,
Scotland, to halt and reverse forest loss by 2030. The
world’s forests, from the tropics to the northern boreal
forests, continue to fall by bulldozer, chainsaw and
flames, releasing massive amounts of carbon dioxide as
countries struggle to meet their climate commitments.
We’ve seen a similar situation here in Northern
California where millions of acres of forest have been
lost to wildfires. It has been believed these losses could
be mitigated by widespread reforestation. While that
may make people feel better about the dramatic loss
of so much forested land, many of these massive tree
plantings in the last fifty years have fallen way short of
replacing the older forest ecosystems that were lost,
www.yournec.org

and instead we have millions of acres of unhealthy, over
crowded, fire prone tree plantations where old growth
forests use to thrive.
While planting trees certainly has merit, it in no way
makes up for all the healthy forest ecosystems we’re
losing. This is why it’s important to keep our mature
forests healthy and intact, which also makes them more
resilient to wildfires.

Forest Bathing

One good reason, aside from carbon sequestration, to
keep our mature forests intact is the therapeutic aspect
of being in a forest environment. As more and more
people move to urban settings, the act of immersing
oneself in the natural world, something that was human
nature for 99 percent of our existence, has become even
more important for our health and wellbeing. Forest
bathing, a Japanese practice called Shinrin-yoku, is a
therapeutic technique in which you immerse yourself in
a forest environment while focusing on the experience
through the five senses.
Forest bathing is a type of ecotherapy designed to
improve immune function, prevent disease, and produce
a relaxed state through nature exposure. Many of us in
northern California are fortunate enough to be close to
accessible natural spaces, whether forest, mountain or
beach, but ecotherapy can be practiced wherever you
find nature, from your local park to your backyard.
Other forms of ecotherapy include animalinteractions or animal-assisted therapy such as bringing
nature to your living space by having a birdfeeder;
walking, running, swimming or any type exercising in
nature; practicing nature arts and crafts, for example
taking photographs or painting outside; or therapeutic
horticulture i.e., cultivating a flower or vegetable
garden. However you are able to practice ecotherapy, it’s
important to remember that we are of the earth and in
order to remain healthy and whole we need to maintain
that connection.

Spring Interns

Last but not least, we want to recognize our wonderful
Spring 2022 interns. Our EcoNews interns, Sabriyya
Ghanizada and Raven Marshall, have had some great
articles and graphic design in the last few issues. We’ve
also had a Local Policy intern, Cassidy Hollenbeck, who
has been following planning processes in the City of
Arcata and working to engage her fellow students in
these processes. Our Environmental Policy Intern, Lisa
Heikka-Huber, has tracked US Congressional water
policy legislation that could impact the north coast
region. Their energy and points of view have been a
breath of fresh air and we are excited to see where their
studies take them. We’ll soon be hiring summer interns,
so stay tuned to see what’s next. If you are interested
in helping fund an internship that will cultivate
environmental leaders of the future, please get in touch.
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Le tte r s t o E c oNe w s
Tree Plantations cause forest fires
I must take issue with one of the assertions
in Farzad Forouhar’s otherwise excellent essay
“Smokey Bear: A Savior or An Agent” in the April
2022 ECONEWS. The essay gives the reasons forest
fires have become more “intense and devastating” as
fire exclusion and fire suppression “in combination
with the impacts of climate change and the influx
of population in areas that used to be wilderness.”
The essay fails to mention what is arguably the
#1 reason forest fires have become more intense and
devastating, that is, the conversion of older forests
to vast, dense and highly flammable plantations of
one species of tree.
Forouhar mentions the fire that destroyed much
of the town of Paradise in November 2018. Contrary
to propaganda put out by the Forest Service and
Sierra Pacific Industries (SPI), California’s largest
timber company, that fire’s intensity was not
primarily the result of fire suppression but rather
a consequence of the conversion of most of the
private and national forest lands surrounding the
town into plantations of young trees all of the same
age. That included an old fire scar which the Forest
Service replanted into a sea of trees all of the same

age and Sierra Pacific Industry’s clearcuts which
had also been replanted into highly flammable
plantations of dense, young trees.
These conditions are displayed in the Google
Earth image below which shows part of Paradise
before the 2018 fire at the bottom center, the
replanted national forest fire area to the right of
the town, and the patchwork of SPI clearcuts and
plantations dominating the top center of the image.
Research and experience on-the-ground agree:
clearcut-plantation forestry results in more intense
and devastating forest fires, while older forests
are fire resistant and tend to burn in a mosaic of
intensities dominated by low intensity fire.
Older forests also store more carbon for
longer periods and that carbon is less likely to be
converted into CO2 by wildfire as compared to
younger forests and especially to highly flammable
tree plantations that are clearcut every 30 to 50
years and then replanted.

Trash-a-thon
2022
NEC Staff
During Earth Week 2022 (April 16-23) the NEC
hosted its 3rd annual Trash-a-thon event: a citizen
science, direct-action activism fundraiser where
volunteers pick up trash and collect pledges for the
number of pieces found. A big heartfelt thank you
to all our volunteers and supporters!

- Felice Pace
Klamath Glen, CA

Laurel Tree Charter School’s Forest Kindergarten/1st grade
class (The Saplings) with teacher Catherine Bunz in the Arcata Community Forest. Students have regular trash pick up
and restoration days to take care of their outdoor classrooms.

Fire Suppression Map. Source: Google Maps
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Laurel Tree stresses the importance of stewardship and chose
to participate in the Trash-a-thon to support the NEC for all
they do!
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The

EcoNews Report

Recent EcoNews Reports:

Composting 101
Dear EcoNews,
I keep hearing that California is experiencing
terrible droughts and there is a huge concern
over the amount of water we receive. I can tell
that there is less rain up here in Humboldt than
there used to be, but I also feel we are in a pretty
good spot to weather water shortages considering
we live in a rainy coastal area. Do the droughts
really affect us and should they be influencing
how we use water up here?
-Curious Water Consumer

Dear Curious Water Consumer,
In general, you are right. Humboldt is a very
rainy place, and has a small population. But, the
climate is changing. California’s January, February
and March were the driest since we began taking
records, at least 150 years. If you are concerned
about our water supply, you would do better to
stop driving your car than limit your showers.
Let me explain:
Northwest California has received 6 inches
of rain in the last few weeks. So, we're currently
not really in a time of water shortage. In Eureka,
McKinleyville and Arcata, water is drawn from the
Mad River. There’s currently 1000 cubic feet per
second of water flowing through the Mad River and
out into the ocean. However, just last month, on
March 31, after three months of no rain, the river
had gotten down to 157 cubic feet per second. This
is only about 10% of the average flows that we'd
expect for this time of year. I think that statistic
really emphasizes just how dry that period was.
There are about 7.5 gallons in a cubic foot, so even
in that incredibly dry period, the river was bringing
us 1,177 gallons per second, or 100,000,000 gallons
per day. There are 136,000 people in Humboldt,
so that gives us each 735 gallons to use per day.
This doesn't include people drawing water from
other rivers in Humboldt, or using well water. So
we do have enough water, for now. Unless you are
drawing your water straight out of a small creek
in the middle of August, your shower isn't going
to make much difference.
But back to the big picture: data from the
California-Nevada Climate Applications Program
shows that the Sierra Nevada reservoir storage and
snowpack combined are now about half the normal
levels. Tree rings indicate that the drought affecting
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the West right now is the driest period in the last
1,200 years. Lake Powell is at its lowest level ever
recorded. This is also directly following the 2011
to 2015 drought, which was also considered a oncein-1,000 year event. During that drought, about
150 million trees died in California. The amount
of tree death was much less severe where we live
in Northern California, and it was really only at
the very tail end of the drought, after multiple
years without much rain, that we started to see
trees die up here.
Does that mean that we are drought-proof?
No. It's very likely that as the climate continues
to warm, the West will become drier and drier.
This year, at the end of March we had received
about 18 inches of rainfall since the beginning of
the water year in October. This was 54 percent of
normal. The annual average is close to 45 inches.
The question becomes, will future precipitation be
enough to sustain our Redwood forests? What will
happen when we have multiple years with rainfall
levels below what trees need to survive?
If we look at other regions of the world that
only get around 20 inches of rain a year, we see
very different vegetation. This suggests we could
lose much of our forests. So that's an indication of
the scope of the changes we could see. It's really
scary. And it's really sad. Scientists have predicted
and warned of these changes. James Hansen, a
NASA climate scientist, warned Congress as far
back as 1988 of the dangers of human-caused
climate change. It's important to understand
that the climate changes for natural reasons, and
has done so many times in the past. However,
the human-caused climate changes we are now
observing are happening 100 times faster than what
has occurred in the past. Our natural ecosystems
and economies will struggle to keep up with that
rate of change. Society needs to face reality and
make progress on the immense transformations
these facts demand from us. What can we all do to
start making a difference? In the big picture, if you
are worried about water supplies, fish, trees and
everything our ecosystems and economy depends
on, being careful with your carbon footprint might
be more important than taking shorter showers!
Andrew Stubblefield
Professor of Hydrology and Watershed
Management, Department of Forestry and
Wildland Resources, Cal Poly Humboldt

www.yournec.org

May 7, 2022 – Two compost nerds,
Layla Richardson of Zero Waste
Humboldt and Daniel Hosapple
of the Blue Lake Rancheria, join
Gang Green to talk about how
individuals can start composting
in their backyard and how large
producers of organic waste can
compost their food waste and
return it back to the soil.

The Real McKay!
April 30, 2022 – The McKay Community Forest is one
step closer to reality with the release of the draft Forest
Stewardship Plan. The McKay Community Forest looks
to join its famous neighbor to the north, the Arcata
Community Forest, as a local hub for recreation, wildlife,
and even timber production—all directed by the Forest
Stewardship Plan.

Bear Dogs on the Job!
April 23 2022 – Karelian bear dogs were bred to hunt
large game, like bears. Now they are being used to save
them. Jessica Reyes of the Wind River Bear Institute joins
Gang Green to talk about how these fearless dogs train
bears to avoid humans and how the dogs train humans
to be better for bears.

The Beginning of the End for Eel River Dams
April 16 2022 – In April we celebrated the expiration of
PG&E’s 50-year license for the Eel River dams. Tune in to
hear about what this process might look like and why
it is so important to act swiftly to seize the opportunity
for recovery of the Eel River’s wild runs of salmon and
steelhead.

Microplastic in My Blood?
April 9 2022 – Plastic pollution in our oceans is a highprofile problem. Jen Savage, Senior Manager of the Plastic
Pollution Initiative of the Surfrider Foundation, joins the
show to talk about just how bad the problem has gotten
and what can be done.

Understanding ‘Urbanism’
April 2, 2022 – Planning expert Dan Zack talks about
“urbanism”—a term that might sound scary for rural
Humboldt County. But at its core, urbanism is just about
making planning work for humans.

KHUM104.3
Sat @ 10am

yournec.org/econews-report
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Piecing Together Humboldt's Housing Problem
Sabriyya Ghanizada, EcoNews Intern
There is a housing crisis in California and
Humboldt County (HumCo) is no exception.
With Cal Poly Humboldt prospecting to double its
enrollment, it will impact an already scarce market.
Housing in HumCo greatly affects students and
faculty of Cal Poly Humboldt, with many struggling
in their search for sufficient accommodation. One
reason is that there is not enough supply to meet
the demand. To mitigate this, Cal Poly, the local
government and community members are each
working as stakeholders in the effort to create
solutions that will cultivate sustainable housing that
is made with eco-conscious ideals.

The Affected Community Works Proactively
“The search for a place to live in Humboldt
County is difficult,” recalled Cal Poly Humboldt
Professor Ramona Bell during a Spring semester
Senate meeting at Cal Poly Humboldt.
After taking a sabbatical, Bell returned to
Humboldt only to find a lot of changes to the process.
“I’ve had students complain about the process,
the rental agreement and what it takes to get a
house,” said Bell.
That process can include a picture, credit score,
and co-signer, on top of lengthy applications. Some
students are living out of overpriced Airbnb’s, or
subletting illegally. Some live out of their cars.
Students and professors alike scour local Craigslist
ads, contacting them immediately only to find out
that their furry friends are not allowed or they had a
‘bad reference.’
It’s an open secret that there are inequitable
housing practices throughout the county. Chant’e
Catt, Off-Campus Housing Coordinator for Cal
Poly Humboldt, who was houseless for an entire
semester herself, organized a resource created by the
Humboldt Tenant Landlord Cooperation (HTLC) to
help bridge the gap between landlords and tenants.
“Landlords were tired of feeling like social
workers for their tenants, especially students, so
HTLC is attempting to fill a gap we found the family
unit seems to overlook and the education system
also has not provided a lot of resources on… that’s
how to be a good neighbor, how to be a tenant and
how to be a community member,” said Catt.
You can do your part in being a fair property
owner, landlord and tenant by participating in this
course and posting your certificate proudly. To
access the course head to:
www.housing.humboldt.edu/htlc.
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Servitas Fuels Plans with City of Eureka &
Cal Poly Humboldt
Garrett
Scharton,
Vice
President
of
Development at Servitas said that there have been
great conversations with Cal Poly Humboldt leaders
in the development of student housing within the
EaRTH Center, an intermodal living space, which
has fostered trust among the groups. The EaRTH
center (which will be funded by a grant pending
approval in late May/early June) will include 31
apartment units to be divided into student housing,
workforce housing and housing for doctors and
nurses in Old Town Eureka. The ground floor will
house an intermodal transit hub, pharmacy, possible
cafe, and a community daycare.
Cal Poly Humboldt students that live at the
proposed EaRTH center can also expect the same
rent as those living on campus. Connie Stewart, who
spoke at the Eureka City Council meeting on behalf
of Cal Poly Humboldt in favor of the EaRTH Center,
is excited that Servitas intentionally thought to get a
mix of people in the building “instead of a high-end
restaurant or formula coffee shop.” Stewart views the
daycare as another way Servitas will be integrating
community needs into the space.
“A good first step is to recognize that no single
project will solve a problem; they can all just help
and contribute toward a solution,” said Scharton.
One solution that Scharton cites is deed
restrictions, which could impose requirements to the
EaRTH Center’s advantage. The City of Eureka could
require deed restrictions to focus on community
needs like prioritizing teachers, students, and
healthcare workers.
The EaRTH center will have a smaller footprint
due to the infill. By reusing existing infrastructure
and existing water and utility lines to build up, the
center will accommodate more people. Jackson
Ferguson, the lead architect for the EaRTH center,
reiterated the mitigation of drive miles traveled due
to the location and intermodal abilities.
“...Putting housing where there is currently
parking, now folks there have the option. ‘Do I park
my car or just walk to work?’” said Ferguson.
Scharton said he is open to communicating with
locals and advised them to reach out to him. “We
want to make sure that we're designing something
that's responsive to the community,” said Scharton.
Catt was baffled that she didn’t hear much
about the EaRTH center until it became a buzzword
recently. She was not sure where the outreach
was or how to participate in the decision-making
process. “HTLC brings the story of the community
and educates on our region's issues so that we can
www.yournec.org

have better communication about solving some of
our housing climate problems,” said Catt. “I believe
that it would offer an opportunity for collaboration
between tenants, residents and landlords in the area.
It makes me wonder where the power is as they are
creating this.”

Cal Poly Humboldt Finds its Fit
There is a divide between the University and the
surrounding communities. Michael Fisher, Associate
Vice President of Facilities Management at Cal Poly
Humboldt, said that Cal Poly Humboldt is just one
piece and hopes to fit into the puzzle with other
community members to come together to see the
Polytechnic Prospectus work.
There are currently enough beds for 2,069
students on campus. With the 433 million dollars
set aside for capital infrastructure, an additional
2,000 beds will be made available in a full build-out.
The hotly debated Craftsmans Mall, which will be
student housing ‘across the highway’, is projected to
be finished by late 2024 and provide 800 beds for
students. It will also include study areas and a small
convenience store. Parking at the Craftsman Mall is
still being considered as a ‘concept’ according to fisher.
Two projects will follow shortly thereafter,
creating 400 beds in 2026 and 650 more in 2026 for
a cumulative total of 3,919 beds. Fisher is betting on
more student housing to mitigate the larger housing
issues around the county.
“Housing that we will be introducing is certainly
geared towards our students, students looking for
a room in a house might find it better on student
housing,” said Fisher.
If more students choose to live on-campus, that
can make room throughout the county for housing
for non-students.
“Now a 2 bedroom 1 bath is available because
of student housing,” said Fisher. “With that our
workforce will grow, healthcare will grow. General
amenities will need to grow and that’s just a regional
problem that we are glad to be part of and are open
to help lead.”
Some of those amenities include the Hatchet
House in Arcata which Fisher owns and runs with his
wife. Having enticing events, affordable housing and
continuing to foster student-first relationships will all
aid in creating a migratory chain throughout HumCo
that works towards solutions for the housing crisis.
Cal Poly Humboldt plans to create a total of
6,000 beds by 2028. Half on-campus and half off
throughout Arcata, Eureka and Mckinleyville. You
can view the Cal Poly Humboldt Infrastructure plan
here: humboldt.edu/polytechnic/infrastructureprojects.
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Paving a Path for Safer Roads
Raven E. Marshall, EcoNews Intern
Humboldt County is known for many things but
unfortunately it seems it has seen a concentration of
pedestrian and biking injuries and fatalities leaving
many guessing as to why.

Dangerous by Design
“Over the past decade (2010-2019), the number
of people struck and killed by drivers nationwide
while walking increased by an astonishing 45
percent.” - Steve Davis, Dangerous By Design
In January 2022, Jennnifer Mariposa Garcia was
struck by a driver while walking with her child in
a designated crosswalk and later died as a result of
her injuries. The reverberations of this loss were felt
throughout the community. Alana Nicklas, a friend
of Jenn, describes first hearing about her friend’s
accident as jarring.
“It was incredibly shocking.” says Nicklas.
“Someone is injured in an accident and you're
trying to rationalize what happened. Was somebody
speeding? Were they going off the road? Was she
crossing in a weird area? You're thinking all of these
things trying to figure out how this could happen,
because when something dramatic happens you
really want those answers, and then sometimes the
answer is she was in the designated crosswalk.”
Data from the California Office of Traffic Safety
compiles information from 2019 showing Humboldt
County as ranking second highest in California for the
quantity of crashes involving pedestrians compared
to several counties with similar populations.
Colin Fiske, Executive Director for Coalition
for Responsible Transportation Priorities (CRTP),
a nonprofit organization, believes traffic collisions
are a preventable problem. CRTP works around
the clock to educate and advocate for local projects
that improve and envision the future of traffic safety
locally.
CRTP recently published a report, Elephants in
the Road, that details three urgent actions for the
county to take in creating safer transportation. The
three actions consist of transportation and climate, the
crisis of traffic violence, and the autonomous vehicle
revolution. Included in the report are a multitude
of strategies to tackle each issue outlined. The full
report can be found at transportationpriorities.
org/elephantsintheroad.
Emily Sinkhorn works as the Environmental
Services Director for the City of Arcata, which is
dedicated to the maintenance of roads, trails, parks
and critical infrastructure. Sinkhorn says that a lack
of funding plays a key role in the lack of projects that
would improve local transit.
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Before A Collision
“The people that are being killed on the road,
it’s not a burden that is born equitably across the
population,” says Fiske.
Systemic inequities propel many steps in
motion before there is ever a collision. Low-income
people, people with disabilities, senior citizens,
and houseless people are among the most at risk
for traffic tragedies (although there is a significant
lack of data collection locally to say definitively).
However, according to data from the Center for
Disease Control, the largest population with trafficrelated deaths is overwhelming Native American
peoples within tribal lands.
Some of the factors that contribute to the lack of
data locally on collision reports on reservations and
rancherias is likely in part due to the complex or lack
of coordination between law enforcement agencies
over jurisdictional lines. A general lack of trust in
law enforcement by community members could be
another contributing factor in the lack of reporting
collisions, suggests Sinkhorn.

After A Collision
When police arrive on the scene of a collision,
as a part of their reporting process there is typically
a mandate to assign blame for the crash, usually
to a singular party. In the case of pedestrians and
cyclists who have far less protection when in a crash
compared to drivers who have more protection
while in their cars, the drivers usually become the
first ones to describe what happened and how it
happened. This process can contribute to a sense
of victim-blaming, whether it’s an inadvertent
consequence or not.
Much of the current data on collisions relies on
these police reports and the ones that don’t are relying
on self-reported data. These forms of data collection
on the issue of traffic collisions are a little off at best,
and should be read with that understanding.

We Can’t Afford To Wait
“The longer that we wait the more people die,
frankly,” says Fiske.
Though the issues at hand have a sense of
urgency, the agencies which come together to see
projects completed is ultimately a slow-working
machine to which a variety of factors contribute.
Some local transit projects have been in the making
for over 20 years, such as the Humboldt Bay Trail.
Though generally it takes several years for projects
to come to fruition. At this time it appears that
traffic safety may be finally taken seriously by local
governments.
www.yournec.org

The Arcata City Council has named walkability,
bike, and pedestrian safety among many other
issues as priority projects for the year 2023. There
are numerous plans to begin to improve transit
systems throughout the county. One of the projects
being the Annie and Mary Trail which will connect
parts of Arcata together by creating safer bike
paths from areas like the Giuntoli neighborhood,
a notoriously unfriendly area to pedestrians and
cyclists, to Cal Poly Humboldt. These projects seek
to improve community transportation to create a
safer community that is biker and walker friendly.

Moving Forward
Access
to
safe
transportation is vital
to communities, and
quite literally brings
us all together. Traffic
safety and transportation
modalities
have
throughlines in public
health, climate change
mitigation and are a key
element to a flourishing
community.
Efforts
such
as
advocating to elected
officials to prioritize
Jenn Mariposa Garcia, June
safe walking and biking, 2021. Source: Facebook.com
adhering to rules of the
road, and utilizing alternative options to driving go
a long way in creating a safer community suggests
Sinkhorn.
Though Humboldt County is one less friend,
dancer, mother and partner, it is clear Jenn’s memory
lives on in the community. Nicklas recently helped
sort through some of Jenn’s jewelry when she noticed
what she describes as “love” notes attached to some
of the pieces. Many of the notes were written by
friends, and given to Jenn as gifts.
“It's beautiful to see and it's also just so obvious
that there’s so many people out there missing her
right now.” says Nicklas.
I am Sicangu Lakota and Ihanktonwan
Nakota/Dakota and though I am far
from my peoples homelands I still feel
at home in my birthplace of Humboldt
County. I am currently making my
life in the San Francisco, Bay Area.
Storytelling is my passion and I
believe it can be a tool for advocacy
especially by prioritizing Queer, Black,
Indigenous, and People of Color voices
in media.
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Spotlight
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SMITH RIVER ALLIANCE
CLEANUP VOLUNTEERS

HOW TO SAVE MONEY ON YOUR ELECTRIC BILL
Susan Nolan

Air conditioning is not something most Humboldters
think about, but statewide, it’s a big driver of electricity
demand, pushing up need in afternoons and evenings
through summer and fall. That affects everyone in the
grid, including us here, because it creates a mismatch
between available green energy and demand.
Solar energy output begins to trickle in at dawn, rises
to a peak at noon when the sun is highest (i.e, 1:00 p.m.
during Daylight Savings Time) then gradually declines.
Wind in California is strongest during afternoons
and evenings. Biomass burning, geothermal, and
hydropower run steadily through the 24 hours, but
output can vary by season.
Besides a misalignment with time of day, there’s
another discrepancy over time of year. The state’s
many solar arrays turn out a surplus of solar power
in spring, when the sun is just as bright as summer,
but the heat hasn’t kicked in yet. California utilities
can end up giving it away or even paying out of state
networks to take that extra solar power, to avoid a
damaging overload of our grid.
To fill the gaps when renewable energy is not
available, utilities rely on “peaker plants.” which can
start up and slow down easily, unlike the energy sources
mentioned above. They typically burn fossil fuels,
especially natural gas, sometimes diesel. Nuclear and
coal plants take longer to power up and wind down,
and aren’t useful as peakers.
So the available green power is out of phase with
demand. In order to nudge us toward using electricity
when the most renewable energy is on
line, PG&E has come up with “time
of use” (TOU) pricing.
The pricing schedule is
complicated, but just to give you a
rough idea, the rates this summer are
about 49 cents per kilowatt hour for
peak usage (4-9 p.m.) and 36 cents
for off-peak. Winter rates tend to
be lower, despite increased heating
demand, because in most of the state
cooling is actually a bigger draw than
heating.
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HOW CAN YOU PLAY THIS TO YOUR ADVANTAGE?
PG&E OFFERS THESE SUGGESTIONS:
• Turn it off : turning lights, appliances, TVs and
computers off while not in use is one of the easiest
ways to conserve energy.
• Pre-cool your home: If you have air conditioning,
cool your home during lower-priced times. Then,
nudge it up to 78˚ F or higher (health permitting)
during peak times.
• Load first, run later: During peak times, get your
dishes loaded and your clothes ready to wash or dry,
then wait until lower-priced off-peak times to wash
them. After 9 p.m. press the start button.
• Set your thermostat to 68°F or lower, health
permitting. Your home uses 3 to 5 percent more
energy for every additional degree that it’s raised.
When you leave the house, set your thermostat to
56°F or shut it off. You can save 5 to 15 percent on
your annual heating bill by keeping your home at
this temperature eight hours per day.
• Recharge batteries, from phones to cars, at night.
• Big energy consumers include washing machines and
dryers (including at the laundromat), electric water
heaters, electric ovens and power tools—anything
that generates heat or has a big motor.
TOU is a voluntary program. Most customers
were automatically enrolled in it, so you’re probably
already set up to benefit from it and help the shift to
green energy by avoiding electricity use between 4
and 9 p.m. You can check or change your status by
creating an account here: m.pge.com
More about Time of Use plans
here: pge.com/en_US/residential/
rate-plans/rate-plan-options/timeof-use-base-plan/time-of-useplan.page?
A bright spot on the horizon:
ocean wave energy, not yet ready for
commercial development, has great
promise for steady, 24/7, year-round
output. It's a natural fit for Humboldt
and preliminary research is already
underway.
www.yournec.org

Community volunteers and students from the
Del Norte High School Interact Club collected 4,900
pounds of trash from Frontbeach Park and South Beach
in Crescent City, as well as the Elk Creek Wetland
and Wildlife Area during the Earth Day Cleanup on
Friday, April 22, 2022.
The event successfully removed trash that could have
polluted our marine ecosystems along the California
North Coast. A big thank you to all the volunteers
that assisted on Earth Day and the Del Norte Solid
Waste Management Authority for covering transfer
station fees. The Smith River Alliance will be hosting
additional community cleanups along the California
Coast this year, as well as managing the Adopt-ABeach Program for Del Norte County.
Cont act Gust avo Va s quez at g ust avo@
smithriveralliance.org for more information on
upcoming coastal cleanups or to participate in the
Adopt-A-Beach program.
(Images courtesy of Smith River Alliance)
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Carbon Footprint
Sasha Lyth, Redwood Coast Montessori

CÓMO AHORRAR DINERO EN SU FACTURA DE ELECTRICIDAD
Susan Nolan
El aire acondicionado no es algo en lo que la mayoría
de personas en Humboldt piensen, pero en todo el estado,
es un gran impulsor de la demanda de electricidad porque
aumenta la necesidad de electricidad en las tardes y noches
durante el verano y el otoño. Eso afecta a todos en la
red del estado, incluyéndonos a nosotros aquí, porque
crea un desajuste entre la energía verde disponible y la
demanda del uso.
La producción de energía solar comienza a filtrarse
al amanecer, se eleva a un pico al mediodía cuando el sol
está más alto (es decir, 1:00 p.m. durante el horario de
verano) y luego disminuye gradualmente. El viento en
California es más fuerte durante las tardes y noches. La
quema de biomasa, la geotermia y la energía hidroeléctrica
funcionan de manera constante durante las 24 horas, pero
la producción puede variar según la temporada.
Además de una desalineación con la hora del día,
hay otra discrepancia sobre la época del año. Los muchos
paneles solares del estado producen un excedente de
energía solar en primavera, cuando el sol es tan brillante
como el verano, pero el calor aún no ha comenzado. Las
empresas de servicios públicos de California pueden
terminar regalándolo o incluso pagando fuera de las redes
estatales para tomar esa energía solar adicional, para evitar
una sobrecarga dañina de nuestra red.
Para llenar los vacíos cuando la energía renovable
no está disponible, las empresas de servicios públicos
dependen de las "plantas pico", que pueden ponerse en
marcha y ralentizarse fácilmente, a diferencia de las fuentes
de energía mencionadas anteriormente. Por lo general,
queman combustibles fósiles, especialmente gas natural,
a veces diesel. Las plantas nucleares y de carbón tardan
más en encenderse y apagarse, y no son útiles como picos.
Por lo tanto, la energía verde disponible está desfasada
con la demanda. Con el fin de empujarnos hacia el uso
de electricidad cuando la energía más renovable está en
línea, PG&E ha creado precios de "tiempo de uso" (TOU).
El programa de precios es complicado, pero solo para
darle una idea aproximada, las tarifas de este verano son
de aproximadamente 49 centavos por kilovatio hora para
el uso pico (4-9 p.m.) y 36 centavos para fuera del pico.
Las tasas de invierno tienden a ser más bajas, a pesar
del aumento de la demanda de calefacción, porque en la
mayor parte del estado la refrigeración es en realidad un
atractivo mayor que la calefacción.
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¿CÓMO PUEDES JUGAR ESTO A TU FAVOR? PG&E OFRECE ESTAS SUGERENCIAS:

• Apagalo: apagar las luces, los electrodomésticos, los
televisores y las computadoras mientras no están en
uso es una de las formas más fáciles de ahorrar energía.
• Pre-enfriar su casa: Si tiene aire acondicionado, enfríe
su casa durante los horarios de menor precio. Luego,
suba hasta 78 ° F o más (si la salud lo permite) durante
las horas pico.
• Cargue primero, corra más tarde: Durante las horas
pico, cargue sus platos en la máquina de lavaplatos y
su ropa en la lavadora o secadora, luego espere hasta
las horas de menor precio para lavarlos. Después de
las 9 p.m. presione el botón de inicio.
• Ajuste su termostato a 68 ° F o menos, si la salud lo
permite. Su hogar usa de 3 a 5 porcentaje más de energía
por cada grado adicional que se eleva. Cuando salga de
la casa, ajuste su termostato a 56 ° F o apáguelo. Puede
ahorrar del 5 al 15 porcentaje en su factura anual de
calefacción manteniendo su hogar a esta temperatura
ocho horas al día.
• Recarga baterías, desde teléfonos hasta coches, durante
la noche.
• Los grandes consumidores de energía incluyen lavadoras
y secadoras (incluso en la lavandería), calentadores
de agua eléctricos, hornos eléctricos y herramientas
eléctricas, cualquier cosa que genere calor o tenga un
gran motor.

Redwood Coast Montessori (RCM) School 8th
Graders have been studying climate change and
possible solutions to various aspects of this global
problem. As part of their investigation, they are
designing and painting canvas shoes in order to
visually communicate their research, and spread a
message of hope, while promoting activism at the
local level.
The shoes themselves allude to the idea that we
all have a part in reducing our carbon footprint,
and those who purchase them have the potential
to impact local organizations working to promote
solutions here on the North Coast, while also
making for unique and beautiful, wearable, activist
works of art.
The shoes will be available for purchase through
a silent auction which will occur during North Coast
Open Studios. The students of RCM invite the
public to visit the school's new Community Garden
on June 11th - 12th, 10:00 am - 5:00 p.m. to view
the Climate Shoes, place bids, view and purchase
other student and faculty artwork, and enjoy the
first public debut of the Garden and its features.
The auction will close at 5:00 p.m, Sunday, June
12th. For more information on this project, please
contact RCM Art Educator, Sasha Lyth: sasha@
redwoodmontessori.org. All proceeds from
the shoe auction will benefit the endeavors of the
Northcoast Environmental Center. The Community
Garden is located at 1275 8th Street in Arcata.

TOU es un programa voluntario. La mayoría de los
clientes se inscribieron automáticamente en él, por lo que
probablemente ya esté configurado para beneficiarse de
él y ayudar al cambio a la energía verde al evitar el uso
de electricidad entre las 4 y las 9 p.m. Puede verificar o
cambiar su estado creando una cuenta aquí: m.pge.com
Mas sobre planes de Tiempo de Uso aqui: www.pge.
com/en_US/residential/rate-plans/rate-plan-options/
time-of-use-base-plan/time-of-use-plan.page?
Un punto brillante en el horizonte: la energía de las
olas oceánicas, que aún no está lista para el desarrollo
comercial, tiene una gran promesa de producción
constante, las 24 horas del día, los 7 días de la semana,
durante todo el año. Es un ajuste natural para Humboldt
y la investigación preliminar ya está en marcha.
www.yournec.org
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An Initial Spark Generated:

Illuminating Thoughts About Renewable Energy in Humboldt
Alec Brown and Lorelei Walker
What do you think about renewable energy
projects? How do you feel about local renewable
energy projects like microgrids and offshore wind?
What is the relationship between PG&E and
RCEA? These are the types of questions Northcoast
Environmental Center (NEC) Legislative Analyst
Dan Sealy wanted to be answered. Sealy pitched
a service learning project to Cal Poly Humboldt
students that would help him, and our community,
better understand how Humboldt County thinks and
feels about energy. In order to get a sense of how our
community thinks about energy, we worked with
Sealy to create and distribute a survey equipped with
questions about policy perspectives, values, energy
source preferences, and more.
As our service learning class is only a semester long
(16 weeks) we had a lot to accomplish in a short time.
We researched local energy policies and agencies,
drafted survey questions, vetted those questions,
developed the digital survey, did public outreach,
and then published the survey. The digital ‘Energy
Perspectives Survey’ we created was available on the
NEC website for two weeks in March. Humboldt
County locals were encouraged to participate
through the EcoNews Report podcast, newsletters,
social media, and emails. When we closed the survey,
we had 176 responses to compile and analyze. We
recognize that survey respondents account for only
a fraction of the Humboldt County population;
nevertheless, the data we received provides a useful
glimpse into local energy perspectives.
The Energy Perspectives survey was 30 questions
and divided into different categories: Information
and Education, Values and Involvement, Economic
Impacts, and Environmental Impacts. From the
Information and Education section, it was clear that
there exists some unfamiliarity with roles that different
entities play related to renewable energy – Pacific Gas
and Electric (PG&E) is responsible for transmission
infrastructure and Redwood Coast Energy Authority
(RCEA) is responsible for energy procurement that
fulfills our County’s current and future energy goals.
Only half (50.0 percent) of respondents said they
were familiar with the RePower Plan (formerly the
Comprehensive Action Plan for Energy or CAPE).
Given that over half of the respondents (51.2 percent)
are unsatisfied with the amount of information being
shared by RCEA and that 72.2 percent would need
more information to decide to support or oppose
future local energy projects, it is clear that this poses
an educational opportunity that can be expanded to
support greater understanding of this anticipated
transition toward renewables.
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From the Values and Involvement section we
learned that an impressive 88.6 percent of respondents
strongly agreed that renewable energy sources are
important to them with a majority in agreement (13.6
percent) or strong agreement (80.1 percent) that they
would like to see more renewables in future energy
mixes. A vast majority (80.1 percent) of respondents
prioritize the types of energy sources in their power
mix over the price they pay for electricity. Over half
of our survey respondents (54.0 percent) would like
to be more involved in conversations surrounding
energy development. It is clear that the desires for
increased renewable energy, at least as indicated by
the participants in this survey, are not being met
by local companies and institutions. Whether this
discrepancy can be reconciled may rely on greater
investment in outreach and the opportunity for locals
to voice their concerns more publicly.
Economics plays an important role in big
decisions like county-wide energy planning. Over
89 percent (89.2 percent) of respondents agree that
local renewable energy development will increase
energy independence (self-sufficiency) in Humboldt
County and 70.4 percent of respondents believe
that renewable energy infrastructure (such as wind
and solar) will attract new businesses to Humboldt
County. Sustainable rural economic development is
important in areas like Humboldt County and we can
infer that respondents see renewable energy projects
as a benefit to our local economy.
Environmentally, respondents feel strongly (84.1
percent) that renewable energy sources are necessary
www.yournec.org

to offset the impacts of climate change. However,
results were less homogeneous when we asked about
the potential impacts of future renewable energy
projects on local scenery, wildlife, and ecosystems.
It was exciting to engage with the community
around an important topic and we hope to have
shed some light on the ways the community is
thinking about renewable energy. For future surveys
of this manner, we recommend improving upon
our methods by increasing survey accessibility via
multiple formats (not solely digital) spanning multiple
language options across diverse media platforms. We
would like to thank all of the participants who took
part in the survey; your responses and constructive
feedback provided us with valuable insight into local
energy perspectives. We are also grateful to everyone
who helped us improve upon our questions and
sequencing during the drafting of the survey. The
findings we referenced here can be found in their
entirety at yournec.org/energysurvey.
Lorelei Walker is a graduate student
at Cal Poly Humboldt in the Energy,
Technology, and Policy program. She
is a Blue Lake Rancheria Clean Energy
Studies fellow as well as a student
researcher at the Schatz Energy
Research Center.
Alec Brown is a graduate student at Cal
Poly Humboldt in the Environmental
Science and Management program.
His thesis project is funded by CSU
Council on Ocean Affairs, Science, and
Technology as well as the California
Sea Grant.
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Author-Artist Obi Kaufmann Explores
the Coasts of California
Dan Sealy, Northcoast Environmental Center
Picking up a book by artist and naturalist Obi
Kaufmann feels very personal. The books are more
compact than typical hardbound books, heftier
than classic paperback books, and are rugged with
a durable, flexible paper cover that easily fits into a
knapsack and can take a few mishaps. But the real
difference is revealed when you open page after page
of Kaufmann’s lavish watercolors of plants, wildlife,
landscapes and processes that define Obi’s California.
His just-launched The Coasts of California shares these
elements along with the signature Obi Kaufmann
watercolor atlas maps and a system of symbols and
keys he created to draw the readers’ eye to points of
particular note. These are not road maps to get you to
a town or trailhead. The maps are invitations to dive
into the glory of the California places where you can
learn about and feel nature firsthand. Kaufmann says
he is “inviting you to learn about nature with me. The
book is truly about how one artist sees the world. I
want to break out of the journalistic and artistic silos
of thought and expression.”
Kaufmann says, “Getting the science right is about
trust.” In honor of that goal, the book’s seemingly
endless footnotes and references can lead the devoted
reader to sources of current scientific information
and theories that could cover a college degree in
California Natural History. The counterpoint to
those science facts and theories are the personal
messages in Kaufmann’s calligraphy, philosophical
messages from the heart. The hundreds of pages of
original watercolors capture the plants, animals and
landscapes of his home state and reveal his books as
an ode to his beloved California. Kaufmann invites
the reader to enter the beautiful worlds of California
through his very personal perspective. His hope is to
inspire us to love it as he does, and work to protect it

Obi Kaufmann.
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The Coasts of California book cover by Obi Kaufmann

as he does. Holding a book by Kaufmann is holding
a love poem to California and all its natural wonder.
After Kaufmann’s first book, The California Field
Atlas, gained popularity, Heyday publishers asked
him to write more books. This led to books such
as The Forests of California including a perspective
of our own redwood forests. With The Coasts
of California, he has tackled one of the defining
elements of the state. He captures not only a tangle
of marine, shore and estuary ecological elements,
but just as importantly, the state’s legendary beauty.
Yes, “Coasts” plural. Kaufmann is clear to remind
the reader that California’s 1,200 mile-long western
boundary is not a single coast. Anyone who has
sauntered the warm sands of Torrey Pines State
Beach in southern California, sailed the San Francisco
Bay, scrambled through rocky tidepools and cliffs of
Trinidad, explored the Channel Islands (Obi refers to
the islands as America’s Galapagos for their highly
evolved ecosystem and inhabitants) will understand
this is a mosaic, not a monolith, of landscapes.
In Chapter 07, Kaufmann describes the ongoing efforts to complete the Coastal Trail from
Oregon to Mexico. As a personal aside he makes
reference to “…the ashes of my life...” When asked
what the “ashes” refer to, he explains that, like many
www.yournec.org

a life-traveler, his life has taken him from manager
of a lumberyard to tattoo artist, to gallery artist and
finally to the harmony among professions he now
practices: naturalist, artist, scientist and philosopher.
Now he has an avocation that has finally combined
all his loves and provides his sustenance. Growing
up in California with an astrophysicist father and
clinical psychologist mother, his inquiring mind
revealed to him, “Science is a basket that can hold
all our philosophies.” Their encouragement gave him
the freedom to get his naturalist feet wet by exploring
nearby Mount Diablo. He studied both biology and
art at the University of California, Santa Barbara.
That combination of inquisitiveness, education and
love of nature lead him on this journey which he
shares with his reader.
Talking with Obi Kaufmann is to realize he is also
a philosopher and eco-thinker. His messages are as
varied and dynamic as the state he loves.
What is the importance of the remnants of
California’s original landscapes, plants and animals?
How do these components and ecosystems enrich
culture and inspire art? What are the strong
underlying hydrological, meteorological and
geological forces that create and change what we
experience? All get the Obi – eye. Digging deep into
the science, hiking the land, feeling the elements
firsthand inspires pen and paintbrush. Obi wants to
inspire us to be optimistic, not fatalistic about the
world we find ourselves in. Stories of recovery are
all around us if we open our eyes. He believes we
can, indeed, reverse course and save what we have
inherited. “The decisions we humans are making will
surely determine the quality of the human residency
on this planet.” His view is a perspective driven by a
belief in the power of nature, and a passion for hope.
“Hope is a dangerous thing, but it is entirely possible
for us to leave the landscape a more resilient and
more biodiverse place.”
Throw Kaufmann’s The Coasts of California in
your knapsack. Let it gather the wear and tear of a
wanderer’s guide. Take it on your next outing along
the western edge; not to find the road to a destination
or key out the name of a plant, but to sit in that
coastal landscape, breathe in its sweet smell, listen to
those current-driven waves and let his book and the
place teach us.

Humboldt Bay Eulachon watercolor by Obi Kaufmann.
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The Environmental Protection
Information Center

The Largest Timber Sale Ever?
fire logging adds a disturbance on top
of another disturbance, making already
erosive landscapes bleed more sediment.
The Forest Service is attempting its
Nearly every major river on the North
largest timber sale in modern history.
Coast would be affected—from the
Innocuously titled the “Region 5 PostSmith in the north to the South Fork Eel
Disturbance Hazard Tree Project,” the
in the south—impacting in total more
project would allow logging of fire-affected
than 239 subwatersheds with increased
trees—so-called “salvage logging”—near
sediment pollution, including 30 municipal
roads and trails across California’s national
watersheds. The project treatment areas
forests. The project is so large that the
contain multiple Tier 1 key watersheds
Forest Service split it into three zones—
and critical habitat for threatened and
North Zone, Central Sierra and Southern
endangered salmon.
Sierra—with each zone covering multiple
Northern spotted owls, Pacific
national forests. The North Zone is likely
fishers, Humboldt martens and other
going to be of prime concern for North
forest denizens would see their nest
Coast residents as it covers our nearby
and denning trees logged. How many?
forests, the Six Rivers, Shasta-Trinity,
It isn’t clear because the Forest Service
Mendocino and Klamath National Forests.
will not complete surveys to protocol
The scale of the proposed logging is
before logging is planned to commence.
enormous. The project includes 5,780
The plan includes areas that we know
miles of roads and trails. To put that into
Roadside logging after the 2020 August complex on the Six Rivers National Forest.
were used by northern spotted owls and
perspective, that is enough distance to go
This area was on a dead end spur road and was a nest core for the Northern spotted owl.
other species that require large, old trees
from Los Angeles to New York City! In the
and forests for their survival. The project
North Zone, the Forest Service is proposing
almost limitless logging that would enable long
touches nearly every northern spotted owl Critical
to log up to 600 foot swathes across 2,708 miles of
snaking clearcuts across our public lands when a
Habitat Unit in Northern California and also would
roads and 341 trails, equaling nearly 200,000 acres.
focused and narrowly tailored project would be
allow commercial logging within Late Successional
Uncounted and undisclosed by the Forest Service
more appropriate.
Reserves and Riparian Reserves.
are the number of landings necessary to pile the logs
While the Forest Service claims that this logging is
You would think that such a large project, with
before they are hauled out of the forest. These are
necessary to keep roads safe, most of the roads slated
so many unknowns, would have had a rigorous
not dead forests. In many cases, the Forest Service
for logging (81 percent) are poorly-maintained and
environmental impact assessment. Nope! Instead we
would be logging forests affected by fire but still
rarely-used Maintenance Level 2 roads — agencyget a skimpy Environmental Analysis that repeatedly
very much alive, with only a 60 percent chance of
speak for roads managed for high-clearance vehicles
concludes that the proposed logging would not pose
succumbing to fire wounds in the immediate future.
and not intended for frequent travel. While some
any significant impacts.
Even individual trees that have been killed by fire
Maintenance Level 2 roads are important as ingress/
There is another path forward. As EPIC told
play an important role in fire-adapted ecosystems.
egress routes in the case of an emergency, most
the Forest Service many months ago, when this was
So, removing them would have a significant impact.
serve no vital purpose. These roads are vestiges from
still a glimmer in its eye, the agency should focus
The Forest Service asserts that this aggressive
another era, when National Forests were primarily
efforts on high-use roads and other roads that serve
logging is necessary to maintain its road and trail
managed for timber production, and we have way,
a critical purpose, coupled with a review of the
network. And we agree that removing trees that pose
way too many of them. Many roads that the Forest
existing road network to see which roads were no
a hazard to road and trail users is appropriate. But
Service says are “vital” are in fact dead-end spur
longer necessary. That would have found common
the Forest Service has done the opposite: proposing
roads that are maintained for no other reason than to
ground to better protect the remarkable region of
facilitate logging. Crisscrossing the landscape, these
the North Coast. Instead, we have a massive timber
roads are a chief source of sediment pollution to local
sale in fire-affected watersheds that most certainly
waterways, as they are often poorly maintained and
www.wildcalifornia.org
will include environmental impacts to our national
constructed, with undersized culverts.
facebook.com/wildcalifornia
forests and important wildlife habitats.
What’s at stake from all this logging? PostIG @epic_wildcalifornia
Tom Wheeler, EPIC Executive Director

- Stay Connected -
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This issue is in honor of pray-go-neesh, and the Yurok Tribe and allies who brought them home

PREY-GO-NEESH KEECH KE-ME’-YEHL – CONDORS HAVE COME HOME!
Yurok/English language translation courtesy of the Yurok Tribe

Many generations have come and gone in the century since prey-go-neesh – North America’s largest
bird – last flew the skies above Yurok country and the redwood region. Yurok Tribe Chairman, Joseph
L. James notes the Tribe’s sacred responsibility for ongoing cultural and ecological revitalization
centers on establishing and maintaining balance in the natural world. This led to a decision by Yurok
elders to bring the culturally significant California Condor home. Tiana Williams-Claussen, Wildlife
Department Director of the Yurok Tribe, has dedicated the last 14 years of her life to seeing the return
of the condor to her homeland, and can now share that reality with her 3-year-old daughter who will
grow up in relation to these birds in their community. One adult, and four youngsters between 2-4
years old, arrived this spring at a specially built holding facility in Redwood National Park (RNP),
where the birds will be monitored and cared for until all are ready for release. The older bird, # 746,
will act as mentor to the younger ones, who, if everything goes well, will all be released at different
times this spring.
For decades, several agencies, organizations, and individuals, have been working with breeding
programs to restore this magnificent, listed species to their native territory. On May 3rd this year,
the Yurok Tribe, RNP, and the US Fish and Wildlife Service collaborated in releasing the very first
California Condor (Gymnogyps californianus), back into the wilds above the Hehl-keek We’roy
(Klamath River) since 1897. The following is a conversation with Tiana Williams-Claussen (TWC),
by The Sandpiper editor, Gisèle Albertine (Editor), on this exciting and historic occasion:
Editor: I greatly appreciate the history of the California Condor Recovery Program (CCRP), that you
shared in the October, 2021 issue of The Sandpiper, and I recommend everyone read that to get a
broader view of what’s involved here, but would you start by telling me how it was for you when the
birds actually arrived here locally, and you got them into the holding facility – which I know many
people have spent so much time preparing.
TWC: Yes, it was very exciting. So, the first bird to arrive was our mentor bird, #746, who came
from the Peregrine Fund’s World Center for Birds of Prey (WCBP) in Idaho, and he just had his 8th
birthday. We brought him in to lend a degree of security to the younger birds. Although he will not
actually be released, we brought him in a few days before the younger birds because his presence
allows them to become acclimated to the pen, and feel comfortable to start feeding. They look to this
older bird and see he has no qualms or issues being here. They did begin feeding immediately, which
is really encouraging in terms of their future behavior and adaptability. I was a little bit surprised by
the wealth of feelings I had for this mentor bird we brought in, knowing he is going to be returned
to the WCBP. He’s actually got really good genetics so is very important to the captive breeding
program. He will be staying with us at least through this cohort’s introduction, and a few months into
it, and probably through the next cohort’s as well. But, even if he’s only visiting us for a few months,
he is the first condor who’s been in Yurok Country for over a century now. And I just felt incredibly
overwhelmed when I got to watch him within our facility figuring out, “Where on earth am I?” I think
this is the first time he’s ever been in a fully outdoors facility like ours. It’s a little bit sad because I
know he’s going back into captivity to help other young birds. But I’ve loved watching how excited
he gets when the Turkey Vultures are flying over. I was doing pretty good with it all until one of our
allies started crying - then I was toast!
Editor: I can imagine that aside from your academic interests, just how strong that connection with
the birds themselves would be. So, what about the four younger ones, how are they interacting with
the mentor, and each other?
Top: Still of A3 and A2
about to take off! By videographer, Matthew Falcon (@motosnfotos).
Right: A3 at the moment
of his release on Facebook livestream.
Far Right: Chris West (L)
and Tiana watch the release of A3, the first condor
to fly free in Yurok Country
for over 100 years! Both
photos by Matt Mais.
(Condors return: Continued

RRAS Field Trips in JUNE!
Sat. June 4 – 8:30-11am. Arcata Marsh, led by Kathryn Wendel.
Sun. June 5th – 9-11am. Eel River Estuary and Preserve. Come learn
about this beautiful, wetland habitat east of Centerville Beach, owned
and operated by The Wildlands Conservancy. Trip leader: Gail Kenny.
Sat. June 11th – 8:30-11am. Arcata Marsh, led by Drew Meyer.
Sun. June 12th – 9-11am. Ralph’s walk at the HBNWR is CANCELED.
Sat. June 18th – 8:30-11am. Arcata Marsh, led by Gary Friedrichsen.
Sun. June 19th – 8:30-11am. This walk is part of the monthly Women
and Girls’ Bird Walking series and marks the one year-anniversary
of these trips! Note that the June walk will be the third Sunday, rather
than on the first weekend of the month. Join trip leader Maddy RifkaBrunt for a birding tour of Trinidad Head, focusing on nesting seabirds.
Maddy has been monitoring nesting seabirds on nearshore rocks and
will share her observations and knowledge of these colonially nesting
species, likely including cormorants, gulls, and murres. Scopes are
strongly encouraged, but we will bring several to share. Contact Janelle
at janelle.choj@gmail.com for reservations and meet-up details.
Sun. June 19th – 9-11am. Ralph Bucher will lead a walk on the Eureka
Waterfront. This trail is paved and is wheelchair accessible.
Sat. June 25th – 8:30-11am. Arcata Marsh, led by Ken Burton.
Sat. June 25th – 9-11am. Wigi Wetlands Volunteer Workday. Help create
bird-friendly native habitat and restore a section of the bay trail behind the
Bayshore Mall. Contact Jeremy Cashen at jeremy.cashen@yahoo.com.
Sat. June 25th – 9-12 pm. Join Kayak Trinidad, on Trinidad Bay for a
morning viewing local seabirds from a kayak (kayaks and gear provided).
Cost: $109/person. Contact Andrew Orahoske at andrew.RRAS@gmail.
com for reservations.
Sun. June 26th – 9-11am. Birding tour at the Wigi Wetlands portion of
the Humboldt Bay Trail. Meet leader Hal Genger at the Bayshore Mall
parking lot behind Kohl’s Department store for a stroll along the trail
looking at birds, plants, and the restoration in progress.
*Contact Ralph at thebook@reninet.com for any walks he leads and all
Arcata Marsh walks. *Contact Field Trip Chair, Janelle Chojnacki at
janelle.choj@gmail.com for all other walks.
~ See our website for COVID protocols.
th
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(Condors return – cont. from previous page)
TWC: Condors are largely, very social birds, and
establish a clear hierarchy, so they’re pretty comfortable
looking to the older bird as their leader, which is ideal.
They’ve also been working out their own hierarchy both
through play and preening, and knocking each other
off the roosts, the way they would naturally. They are
all healthy - about 21 lbs. each, and feeding well. We
are going to need to monitor them with respect to that
behavior, seeing how they interact with external birds
like Turkey Vultures and ravens. We’ve been looking
for the right time period to release them, where the
weather conditions are correct, and where we can also
release them into Turkey Vulture and Common Raven
flocks outside the facility. If they can interact with these
wild flocks, it will give them the comfort level they need
to feel free to leave the pen. Before releases we need

President’s Column

By Gail Kenny
Over 650 school children
– more than twice the
number that participated
last year – pulled out
paints, pencils, pastels,
or paste to enter the 19th
Annual Student Bird
Art Contest. The contest is coordinated by
Sue Leskiw, and cosponsored by Redwood
Region Audubon Society and Friends of the
Arcata Marsh.
The contest is held in association with
mid-April’s Godwit Days Spring Migration
Bird Festival in Arcata. This year, since
a slimmed-down, hybrid festival did not
have a presence at the Arcata Community
Center, we were unable to post all the entries
for public viewing. But, after two years of
COVID cancellation, the contest did return to
having an in-person awards ceremony, held
at the Arcata Marsh outdoor amphitheater.
Copies of 2022’s cash prize and honorable
mention winning artwork will be displayed at
the Arcata Marsh Interpretive Center during

May and June. Public viewing
is possible Tuesdays through
Sundays between 9 a.m.
and 5 p.m. A downloadable
booklet containing the artwork
and photos from the awards
ceremony are posted at rras.
org, godwitdays.org, and
arcatamarshfriends.
Some $600 was awarded:
38 monetary prizes plus 35
honorable mentions.
A sample of the student
artwork submitted is shown
here, but please view all entries
and a list of the winners on our
website at www.rras.org.
Above right: Osprey, by
Ram Virnave. First Place,
Grades 8-9: Academy of the
Redwoods.
Right: Belted Kingfisher,
by Summer Kennard. Third
Place, Grade 6, Alder Grove
Charter.

to find the spot where all those things intersect. They are
doing really well, they are beautiful and glossy and they
obviously have affection for each other which you can see
when watching them preening each other, and huddling
closely. They’ve got a strong bond which is going to be a
support for them as the first cohort becomes wild and free.
Editor: I don’t know if you’re able to be there often enough
to tell, but are you noticing any personalities?
TWC: I’m not able to be there as much as I’d like – I’m
often stuck at my desk. But I’m clearing my calendar
tomorrow to go up there and hang out with them. I have been
watching them from afar, but our crew is watching them
every day and taking notes about how their personalities
are developing. A3 seems to be the most dominant of the
flock, and A0, which is our only female, seems to be the
least dominant. There is a range of timidity and friendliness
amongst them.
Editor: Is it typical for the males to be dominant or larger,
or is it just an individual trait?
TWC: I get the impression that the males tend to be more
dominant, but I’m not going to say that’s 100% the case.
There’s a lot of overlap in size, you can tell just by looking
at them. Our female is the smaller of our birds but that’s not
necessarily always the case.
I’m actually hoping to spend this upcoming time with
them so I can pick their names, or their nicknames, as we
say. We believe that the animals speak to each other so

Above: Mentor bird #746 (center) who was brought in to teach the younger condors and help them acclimatize. A0, the only female, is on the right. Photo by Yurok Public Relations manager, Matt Mais.

we feel that they probably have their own names for
each other. But it’s also part of Yurok culture that as
you become an adult, you receive a new name, which
would have served as an adult name back in the day.
So, after talking with my Culture Committee, even
though the birds have their own names, we will still
be providing them with nicknames as we bring them
into our community so we can establish that kind of
relationship with them as members of our community.
*Editor’s Note: Following the release of the first two
condors, Tiana shared; “A3 was the first bird out and
we have named him; “Poy’-we-son.” It means, “the one
who goes ahead first,” but also was the traditional name
of headmen of our villages, a well-respected individual
who helped manage and lead the village.
“We have named A2, the second bird to leave; Neskew-chokw’ which means, “He returns” or “He arrives”
and represents the overall return of prey-go-neesh to our
home, and this part of their historical range.”
Editor: So, you have a crew at the holding facility, do
they come every day to monitor the birds?
TWC: Yes, we’ve got our two lead biologists; Chris
West, who is our Condor Program manager, and Patrick
Myers, our lead field biologist, and they have a split shift
over the week, so all the days and nights are covered.
We also have four interns, so there is someone with the
birds 24/7.
Editor: Are the interns from the Yurok tribe or from Fish
and Wildlife, or NPS, or a mixture of all of these?
TWC: We have a collaboration with the Great Basin
Institute, who help some members of the California
Condor Recovery Program by providing interns, and
they’ve got the additional partnership with AmeriCorps.
Between money that we’re bringing for stipends and
insurance, and an educational stipend that AmeriCorps
can provide, along with free housing which the Park
is providing, they’re pretty well covered and can
live comfortably which a lot of wildlife interns don’t
necessarily get to do when first starting out!
Editor: What an opportunity, and an incentive it must be
to start with an internship like this!
(Continued on next page)

(Condors return – continued from previous page)
TWC: Definitely, and they’ve been an amazing help, both with the finalizing of building
the facility, and obviously this level of monitoring would have been impossible without
them. They’re a great group.

Above: Tiana (left), lead field biologist Patrick Myers (center), and Condor Program manager Chris West applying a transmitter and tag to one of the juveniles.
Editor: When you release them, will you do it at the flight pen facility?
TWC: Yes, it will be done from the facility. The facility is set up with a main flight pen,
an observation room where we observe them and do any handling, and a double-door
trap where you can put a carcass inside to lure select birds in. Once you’ve got the birds
that you want in there, you close the door from the flight pen and when you’re ready,
pull open the door to the outside.
And that works in reverse too if we need to recapture our birds for any reason. We
will be doing what’s called a “soft release.” We will identify the first two birds to be let
out, which will likely be the most dominant birds, and get them into that double door
trap, and when they’re ready, let them go. It’s our hope that a Turkey Vulture flock will
be waiting outside the flight pen so they can walk right into that.
Editor: Your article in the October issue of The Sandpiper discussed this, but do you
want to talk a little bit more about the significance of condors to the Yurok Tribe? I
imagine there must be some big reactions locally from Tribal members, now this is
actually happening.
TWC: It’s been incredible! We’ve been saying for years, “We’re almost there!” Now
we’re there! We’ve been blessed to have the opportunity to bring out a lot of the elders,
who are particularly close to condors, to actually meet these birds. Actually, one of our
ceremonial singers came out and sang for them. We also had another elder visit and
provide teachings, which will also be used for video recordings, about what it means to
be bringing condors home and he spoke that day as well. I was very glad to bring out
members of our Tribal Task Force, the panel of elders who originally made the decision
to bring condors home. Many have now passed but I was able to bring out a lot of those
remaining, to meet the birds. The joy that they expressed was incredible for me. It was
really beautiful and energizing, and carried me through this last bit of craziness!
Editor: How about younger members of the Tribe? I’ve worked with kids on and off for
a lot of my life and I know that sometimes it’s hard to engage them, but is it engaging
any of your youth?
TWC: Yes! We’ve been working to keep the youth engaged, almost since the beginning.
I am the primary lead Tribal biologist within our Wildlife Department so I do a lot of
youth outreach; teaching them about biology, teaching about our cultural connections,
and what it means to be World Renewal People. All of which goes hand-in-hand with
condor restoration.
I usually give one or two presentations per month, and not only for Yurok youth.
For example, I’ll shortly be talking with Hupa second graders. We’ve also had the
opportunity to bring out particular youth to meet the birds, youth who come from
ceremonial families. Prey-go-neesh plays a principal role in the Yurok creation story
and features prominently in the Tribe’s White Deerskin, and Jump dances. These youth
will be inheriting these ceremonies. I also got to take my three-year-old daughter out
and she was super good. She was so quiet, but so excited! She loves condors and was
telling everybody in the days leading up to it, “I’m going to see condors!” It’s been
awesome knowing she will grow up with condors!
Editor: I have received a few questions from other people and some of them regarded
concerns with potential problems the birds could have surviving once released, such as
poaching or hunters accidentally killing the wrong bird, and lead poisoning from bullets
in game the birds eat. Northcoast Environmental Center (NEC) director, and EcoNews

editor, Caroline Griffith, noted that the NEC recently supported legislation that would
have banned lead ammunition nationwide. Unfortunately, it failed, and she would like
to know what you suggest we can do, going forward, to protect carrion-eaters and
predator birds.
TWC: In terms of wrongful shooting, unfortunately that is a risk. There have definitely
been condors who were shot in the past, at least one person claiming they thought it was
a Turkey Vulture – of course it’s also illegal to shoot a Turkey Vulture. I do think that
there’s a lot of community excitement about this though, and this project is being done
in a way so there’s not a lot of negativity about it in the region. I have no expectations
that it will be a problem, but we will be monitoring the birds by satellite transmitter and
out in the field, trying to get views of them using our radio transmitters. All of our birds’
satellite transmitters have a mortality signal on them so we will know if something goes
wrong. That doesn’t necessarily mean they’re dead, but they could be sick or injured so
we would know to go find the bird. We will be monitoring them intently to provide the
best protection that’s possible. I have a general good faith in humanity, but in case of a
problem we are prepared to do the best we can for the birds.
As to the lead ammunition issue, it stills remains a problem for condors in the wild.
It’s actually the cause of about 50% of mortality in wild birds. In our own assessments
with Turkey Vultures, we found blood contamination in about one in four of the
birds. This level is lower than anywhere else studied in California, but it’s definitely
a problem. I’m hoping that our relatively low population here means it will be less
of a problem than elsewhere. Either way, we are prepared and have a strong support
network. Sequoia Zoo is building a condor care center which will be specifically for the
triage and care of birds either for direct care, or for transport for more intensive care at
one of the other treatment facilities.
And of course, our outreach in the community is going to continue. The non-lead
ammunition sales that are happening are great but it’s going to be ongoing work with the
hunting community to explain why this is an issue and connect with their conservation
ethic, which is strong in many hunters. Once it’s been explained to them, we hope they
can make their own resolution to transition to all non-lead ammunition.

Above: Tiana & Chris in early days, conducting their condor preparation
studies by sampling a Turkey Vulture, in 2009, Kneeland, CA.
Editor: So, you’ve got the first cohort of condors here. Do you plan on having a gap
period between when this first group of birds are released to see how they do, or are you
going to try and bring the next cohort up right away?
TWC: I think we’re going to get the next cohort up here as soon as we can. We are
releasing the first birds in the spring because we couldn’t get the facility completed
before then. More typically, birds are released in the fall. We are hoping to have our
next cohort allocated to us in August of this year, in preparation for being released in
the fall of 2022. As I understand it, the California Condor Recovery Program (CCRP),
manages where all the birds go. Every bird is genetically documented and chosen for
a specific site. We think we will be allocated another four birds again this year, but the
last I heard, they haven’t figured out which birds are going where, yet. If it isn’t this fall,
it will be the fall of 2023 when we receive our next cohort.
Editor: Is there more than one facility releasing and readying condors for release?
TWC: Yes, there are all kinds of groups that are part of the CCRP. There’s the Ventana
Wildlife Society, Pinnacles National Park, the US Fish and Wildlife Service, and the
Peregrine Fund in the Arizona/Utah area, to name a few, as well as a site in Mexico
that’s co-managed with the Mexican government. There are also all the breeding
facilities where the young birds come from and all the geneticists who are in charge of
lineages and of making these determinations. It’s quite complex!
(Continued on next page)

(Condors return – continued from previous page)
Editor: Truly! Is there anything else you want to share?
TWC: Two of our birds, A0 our female, and A1 - who had a faulty transmitter –
won’t be released in the first set. We will make sure that those birds who are released
integrate well with their environment before releasing more birds and then continue
to monitor them as they figure out exactly how it is to be a wild condor.
We are doing most of our updates on the Yurok Tribe’s website and Facebook
page and that’s where our condor webcam is accessible – many thanks to California
State Parks for providing their expertise on setting that up.
We will pre-announce all releases, and be doing livestream events of them on
Facebook. Our public relations manager, Matt Mais, along with other individuals
from the Tribe, will be sharing some prerecorded videos on the release days, which
tell the condor story interspersed with discussion about what’s happening as it occurs
live. In other soft releases it can take as long as a week for the birds to decide to leave
the facility. But our birds are very active and excited, I don’t think they’re going to
take too long to head out!
(Editor’s Note: Both A3 and A2’s release can be viewed on the Yurok Tribe’s
Facebook page at www.facebook.com/TheYurokTribe – and in fact both birds did not
even stop to check out the carcass that had been laid outside the flight pen’s doubledoor trap, but flew directly out, and up into the skies – no hesitation!
Editor: When I was volunteering at Humboldt Wildlife Care Center (HWCC), on
Bayside, in Arcata, where they rescue and rehabilitate injured and orphaned animals
including a lot of birds, I did observe some hesitation in birds who were being
released. It must cause some anxiety to suddenly have this option of freedom, and in
this case, to leave their family behind.
TWC: A part of the reason we have a mentor bird is because we want those released
to be free, but we also want to keep them honed in, initially, to our facility, through
which we will continue to manage them. We will do bi-annual captures to make sure
they are doing well. So, we will continue to bait, not so much to feed them, although
that might be a part of it especially in the early days, but to keep them really cued in
to home, so we can keep a close eye on them. They will also stay cued in because
the mentor bird will be there and they’ll sit on top of the facility and want to hang
out with him. That won’t last forever, but it will give them enough time to be close
to home where it’s relatively safe. Then they can figure out what they’re doing –
because they’ve never flown in the wild before – before they really take off and start
expanding their range.
Editor: Do you know how big their range is?
TWC: The birds are between two and three years old now and will come of breeding age
at about 6-8 years old. Once they know what they are doing and are well established,
they will pick a territory. But they’ll definitely start expanding before then, probably
in their first year. They will have a range of about 100 miles per day but if they are
just trying to get from A to B, they can fly as much as 200 miles in a day. There have
been birds who flew from Arizona to Idaho on a whim to see what’s up, and then came
right back. Our birds will probably stick a little bit closer to home at first, but once
they are well established, they’ll start expanding their range, using the coast lines, the
mountain ranges and riverways to spread out across the North Coast. •

UPDATE from Tiana:
“(Since their release, the birds are) doing great. A3 has definitely been the more
adventurous of the two, running everyone around, but then ended up hunkered in a tree
through some unexpectedly heavy rain and wind, but on the move again (now in light
snow, which is nuts for May). A2 has been taking a more cautious approach, mostly
hanging out at the facility, but taking test flights daily. He comes back for the food, and
to visit.”
*To view the release of A3 and A2, see
the Yurok Tribe’s Facebook page at
facebook.com/TheYurokTribe, or go
to their website at www.yuroktribe.org/
and look under Wildlife Department.

*See Tiana’s article on condors in the
October 2021 issue of The Sandpiper
by visiting the RRAS website at rras.org
and looking under Newsletter; Previous
Sandpipers.
Top: A3 flys out of his pen, right over the carcass without stopping for food! (Note
A2, on the far right of photo, is thinking about heading towards the exit.)
Above left and above right: A2 follows A3 to freedom. All photos by Matt Mais.

Left: Back in 1976, biologist Jan Hamber (R) scans for condors on a mountain ridge near the site of the
former West Big Pine Lookout, courtesy of Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History.

Reprinted from the National Audubon Society, fall 2020, by John Moir:

On an April evening in 1987, Jan Hamber stepped into a phone booth at a gas station a hundred miles northwest
of Los Angeles, debating whether to place the most consequential call of her career. Her head said yes; her heart
said no. Her own remarkable journey in becoming a condor biologist at times seemed implausible… In the mid20th century, when Hamber began her decades-long push to break into the field, women biologists were as rare as
condors. “In those days women were expected to be homemakers or possibly teachers or nurses,” she says. “No
one imagined we could be out tramping around with backpacks.”
In 1984 after a seemingly healthy condor dropped dead, a necropsy revealed a tiny lead-bullet fragment in its
intestinal tract. Here at last was an explanation for the high mortality rate. A second bird died from lead poisoning,
and then, in 1986, the female of the Santa Barbara Pair became desperately ill and tested positive for lead. “Watching
her die was horrible,” Hamber says. Her death changed the direction of the program. To protect the last wild condors
from lead poisoning and preserve genetic diversity, the team decided to try to capture the remaining birds.
Hamber had spent the day in nearby wilderness tracking the last wild California Condor, AC9 (Adult Condor
9). The untested, captive-breeding plans represented the species’ final hope, and Hamber understood that with
so few birds left, every one counted. But trapping AC9 would mean that for the first time in tens of thousands of
years, North American skies would be devoid of condors. By taking AC9 into captivity, they weren’t just trapping
an individual bird – they were capturing an entire species. This last wild condor, a bird Hamber had watched from
birth, a magnificent creature that could fly 150 miles in a day with hardly a wing flap, now huddled in a pet carrier.
Later Hamber wrote up her field notes, ending with three short sentences: 10:10, cannon fired. AC9 caught. The
end. Then she put her head in her hands and let the sorrow wash over her. At age 90, Hamber is still devoted to
preserving the iconic bird, now as manager of the Condor Archives, a unique repository of condor information
housed in the Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History. (For full article on Jan Hamber, and some background on

the beginnings of condor recovery, see www.audubon.org/magazine/fall-2020/this-bird-lives-because-they-never-quit.)

Coastal Commission Approves Offshore Wind
Exploration Plan (With Conditions)
Jen Kalt, Humboldt Baykeeper Director
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On April 7, the California Coastal Commission
unanimously approved the Bureau of Ocean Energy
Management’s plans for studying marine life in the proposed
Humboldt Wind Energy Area, 21 miles west of Humboldt
Bay. The Bureau, known as BOEM, plans to hold auctions
this summer for offshore wind developers to bid on lease
areas in federal waters off Humboldt and Morro Bay.
Lessees will then begin “site assessment activities” to
better understand potential impacts in these understudied
ocean environments.
The Coastal Commission approval does not approve
construction of any wind turbines, but it does set
expectations for construction plans that will come back to
the commission for approval in about five years. This early
review by the Commission—called a Federal Consistency
Determination—is critical because BOEM’s environmental
review process is separated into two analyses. First up is
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Humboldt Wind Energy Area Seafloor Habitat. Source: California
Coastal Commission staff report, April 7, 2022.
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Next, after studies are completed, project-specific
Environmental Impact Statements (EIS) will assess the
impacts from construction and operation of the wind
turbines. Because lease areas will be auctioned off to
wind energy developers before environmental studies are
done, there is no opportunity to identify the best areas
for offshore wind—that is to say, the areas where wind
turbines will have the least impacts. As other areas have
experienced, siting decisions are often made in the absence
of data concerning environmental impacts. These initial
decisions can be “locked in” through financing agreements
before environmental review can suggest where turbines
might have the least impact. This gap in BOEM’s analysis
means that the Coastal Commission’s review is critical
to protecting marine resources as these project plans are
developed.
The Commission adopted seven conditions of approval
for Site Assessment Activities as well as reasonably
foreseeable future development, including a vessel speed
limit of 10 knots (11.5 mph) to decrease the likelihood
of collisions with whales and other marine mammals.
Other conditions address entanglement risk for marine
mammals, sharks, and sea turtles; collision risk to seabirds;
and impacts to corals, sponges, and other invertebrates
on the seafloor. Further conditions require engagement
with California Native American Tribes, environmental
justice and local communities, and fishing communities.
Because it is reasonably foreseeable that the leases will
lead to construction and operation of at least some offshore
wind facilities, the Commission also adopted numerous
recommendations and expectations for future construction
and operations plans that will also require Commission
approval. These include sea level rise resiliency for associated
port development and cable landing infrastructure; plans
to minimize the spread of invasive aquatic species; an
adaptive management strategy to respond and adapt to
unanticipated impacts as they occur; and a “co-developed
community benefits package to ensure that communities
of concern receive benefits from offshore wind, including
access to clean energy, job training and employment
opportunities, and more.”
Coastal Commissioner Mike Wilson framed the
Commission’s deliberations. “We have a community leaning
into this—we feel a community and a global responsibility
to be a part of this effort to address climate change,”
Wilson said, while underscoring that the community’s
www.yournec.org

feet are “firmly planted” in working to minimize potential
negative impacts.
As the first offshore wind proposal on the West Coast,
it is critical to set the stage for how offshore wind will be
responsibly developed in a manner that protects wildlife
and ecosystems. As Kate Kelly with Defenders of Wildlife
said, “As we go big on projects to combat climate change,
we also need to go big on protecting our ecosystems.”
As sea levels and groundwater rise, flooding will become
more and more of a nuisance, impacting road access,
sewer and water lines, and other major infrastructure.
We need to start planning now for what we know we’ll be
facing in the coming decades. We can debate the precise
year Highway 101 will be flooded on a monthly basis,
or we can plan for the inevitable before it becomes an
emergency. We have the choice of planning relocation
or waiting for a catastrophe that puts people, property,
and the environment at risk. For more information, visit
www.humboldtbaykeeper.org

OFFSHORE WIND ENERGY BACKGROUND

In 2018, Redwood Coast Energy Authority proposed an
offshore wind energy pilot project consisting of 10 to 15
floating wind turbines capable of producing 100-150 MW. In
2021, the Biden Administration announced the goal of 30 GW
in federal waters nationwide, including 1.6 GW off the coast
of Humboldt. California Assembly Bill 525 (2021) requires
state regulators to set a planning target of at least 10 GW of
offshore wind energy by 2040, with a short-term goal of 3 GW
by 2030. This summer, the federal government is expected to
hold lease auctions for the Humboldt and Morro Bay Wind
Energy Areas. Two new potential offshore wind areas were
recently announced west of Brookings and Coos Bay, Oregon.

FOR MORE INFO:

• Schatz Energy Research Center’s reports and webinars at
schatzcenter.org/wind/
• Redwood Coast Energy Authority’s Offshore Wind project
at redwoodenergy.org/redwood-coast-offshore-wind
• Humboldt Baykeeper’s Offshore Wind Energy page at
humboldtbaykeeper.org/offshore-wind-energy
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Active Transportation and Health

Colin Fiske, Executive Director

The term “active transportation” most often refers
to walking and biking. In recent years, though, many
advocates and researchers have expanded the definition
to include the use of all sorts of mobility devices, from
wheelchairs to unicycles. Public transit can also be
considered a form of active transportation, since the
trip to and from the bus stop almost always involves
a fair amount of moving on one’s own power.
Much of CRTP’s work focuses on the environmental
and safety benefits of active transportation. But there’s
another major benefit that deserves more attention.
Since active transportation is powered by your body,
it is by definition a form of exercise. And exercise, of
course, is really good for your health.
The World Health Organization recommends that
children and adolescents get an average of 60 minutes
a day of moderate to vigorous exercise, and that adults
get at least 150 minutes a week of moderate-intensity
exercise. A large body of evidence demonstrates that

meeting these guidelines significantly improves both
physical and mental health. But 25 percent of adults
and over 80 percent of adolescents worldwide do not
meet the guidelines, and the consequences for public
health are serious.1
Active transportation is one of the best and most
reliable ways to increase physical activity and meet

public health guidelines, because it makes exercise part
of your daily routine. You don’t need to go to the gym
if you’ve already exercised on your way to work—or to
the bus stop or school or the store. And you don’t need
to gear up in spandex and pedal at top speed down the
bikeway, either; moving at a reasonable pace will usually
get you the kind of “moderate-intensity” exercise that
yields big dividends for health. Indeed, the evidence
confirms that increasing active transportation has
huge health benefits, largely as a result of increased
physical activity.2
There’s no single cure-all for what ails us, individually
and as a society—but active transportation comes pretty
darn close. Getting around on our own power makes
us happier and healthier, reduces social isolation,
decreases pollution, improves safety, and more. And
it’s cheap or even free to do. Let’s build better places
to walk, bike and roll, and get moving out there on
the street!

World Health Organization. 2020. Physical activity fact sheet.
www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/physical-activity

1

Mueller et al. 2015. Health impact assessment of active transportation: A systematic review. Preventive Medicine 76: 103-114.
www.academia.edu/download/43565710/Health_impact_assessment_of_active_trans20160309-26387-12t47ai.pdf

2

Walking - it’s good for you! Source: Pexels.com

Planning a Zero Waste Wedding

Krista Miller, ZWH
As you rethink how you organize your wedding in
order to reduce waste, and ultimately your wedding’s
carbon footprint, you must start with a commitment
to sufficient advance planning, an emphasis on starting
with prevention strategies, and integrating zero waste
principles in all planning and contracts with caterers,
florists, purchases, facility selection, invitations, registry
items, etc.
There are many considerations, but here are a few
basic pointers for your zero waste wedding event planning.
Some strategies work better than others, depending on
how large your guest list is.
• Reusable/Washable Table Service. Consider providing
glass or ceramic cups and plates for guests to take
home as mementos. Cloth napkins and utensils can
be rented or purchased at second hand stores. Many
reception facility rentals include the use of an on site
dishwasher. Ask a friend or family member to help
launder the cloth napkins and linens (many times a
caterer also offers this service).
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• Food Waste. Support the local community by catering
with a local restaurant or food vendor. Reduce both
your food waste and spending by choosing plated food.
Donate any unused edible food to your local food
pantry and contact your local composter/pig farmer/
chicken farmer to arrange a drop off of the food waste.
• Location, Location, Location. Destination weddings
can leave very large carbon footprints. Keep your
wedding close to loved ones to not only make it easier
on your wallet (and everyone else you invite) but also
to cut down on that footprint (to avoid having to throw
another party later for everyone who couldn’t make it
anyway). Try to choose a venue with composting and
recycling built-in.
• The Invitations. Choose a stationery company that
prints on 100 percent post consumer recycled paper
or seed paper that is biodegradable/sprouting into

www.yournec.org

flowers. Or make them yourself from cards gleaned
from second hand stores (host an invitation making
party and have your friends collage/modge podge
some creations!).
• Flowers and Bouquet. Ask your local florist to use
seasonal blooms and flowers from local farms. Foamfree installations avoid waste. Instead of using cut
flowers for centerpieces, use living plants in ceramic
or glass containers.
• Decor and Mementos. Keep decorations to a minimum
to ensure a low amount of waste when the event has
ended. Keep a guest list with emails so you can send
photos and thank-you’s electronically.
• The Registry. Honestly, do you need more stuff?
Keep your registry gift wish lists local and minimal.
Specifically request gifts be wrapped or packaged
sustainably, not in plastic. Consider recommending
that people donate to the public library in your name
or another local non-profit (wink wink).
• Disposal Stations. Create clearly marked disposal
stations/bins for CRV (buy back recyclables), for utensils
and dishware (if you don’t have a caterer), food waste
compost, cloth napkins, etc.
• The Exit Toss. Petals or dried herbs are biodegradable
alternatives to celebrate your union.
Find these tips helpful? Please donate to us at
zerowastehumboldt.org
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Three Science Projects Receive Awards from North Group
(ranging from intolerant to very tolerant); and at Old
Arcata, four taxa. The lack of rain may have affected
For the 15th year, North Group Sierra Club
macroinvertebrate collection during her second
sponsored awards for the best projects relating to
sampling block, January 16-30. Her prediction that
environmental issues at the annual Humboldt County
macroinvertebrate numbers and diversity would
Science Fair, which was held virtually in mid-March.
increase as turbidity decreased was not supported,
Three cash prizes were awarded. Two of the three
but she was correct that turbidity did correspond
projects North Group judges selected competed in
with flow levels. She noted that Jacoby Creek contains
the California State Science Fair in April!
many salmon redds. Genevieve competed at the State
“Benthic Macroinvertebrates in Jacoby Creek”
level, winning third place in the junior division of
by Jacoby Creek School eighth-grader Genevieve
Earth & Environment. Her project also won a first
Caruso was awarded first prize. She investigated
place award from Friends of the Arcata Marsh in the
the presence of benthic macroinvertebrates (insects
Humboldt County Science Fair.
that live along the bottom of a water body and are
Second place went to Jacoby Creek seventh-grader
visible to the naked eye) to serve as an indicator of
Zoe Cappuccio for “Cellulase Activity in Environmental
stream health. She placed two sample bags each at
Samples.” (She had won a third-place award from
four locations along Jacoby Creek, collecting them
North Group in 2021.) Her research question was
after two weeks to sort and count macroinvertebrates.
“What environmental sample — garden compost, cow
Genevieve also looked for a correlation between
compost, or chicken coop compost — has the most
the types and amounts of macroinvertebrates and
active cellulose-degrading bacteria?” She hypothesized
creek turbidity and flow, plus a correlation between
that garden compost, where plants are more broken
increased flow and turbidity, by checking turbidity
down into soil, would have the most cellulose activity,
data twice a week. Her sites included two residential
rather than cow and chicken coop compost, which still
areas (upstream – South Quarry and Brookwood),
have visible plant matter. Her experiment investigated
adjacent to a farm, and along a busy road (downstream
conversion of mass: cellulosic biomass doesn’t
– Old Arcata). Collecting between January 1 and 16,
disappear, but is slowly broken down by celluloseat South Quarry, Genevieve trapped five different
degrading enzymes. After growing bacteria from the
taxa (including one that is intolerant of polluted
three types of compost on media plates, she transferred
water); at Brookwood, four taxa; at Farm, four taxa
colonies onto plates having
no agar food source, only
carboxymethylcellulose
(CMC) to enrich cellulosedegrading bacteria.
Fo l l o w i n g a 2 4 - h o u r
incubation, Zoe measured
the areas where bacteria
had eaten the CMC. Garden
compost-sourced bacteria
cleared the largest area
(34 square millimeters),
with 50 percent of the
samples showing cellulose
activity, while chicken
coop compost bacteria
cleared the least (13 square
millimeters, with only one
of eight samples showing
activity), supporting Zoe’s
hypothesis. She noted that
cellulosic biomass (nonCaroline Taylor, a sixth-grader at Jacoby Creek, was awarded third place. Her project examined
whether kelp could be made into starter pots. Pictured: pea sprouts in bull kelp pots (top row) and edible plant matter) has the
plastic pots (bottom row). Note more sprouts in kelp pots, but taller sprouts in plastic ones.
potential to replace ethanol
Sue Leskiw
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Second place award went to Jacoby Creek seventh-grader Zoe
Cappuccio for “Cellulase Activity in Environmental Samples.”

as the new primary liquid fuel, but enzyme efficiency
to break down cellulose represents a barrier for largescale processing. Zoe was selected to compete at the
State level, where she won fourth place in the junior
division of Microbiology.
Caroline Taylor, a sixth-grader at Jacoby Creek, was
awarded third place for “Can Kelp Replace Plastic?”
Her project examined whether kelp could be made
into starter pots that could perform similarly to plastic
ones. She theorized that kelp pots might even work
better than plastic because the nutrients contained
in kelp could slowly disperse into the soil and add
“extra energy” to the growing sprouts. Caroline found
that more pea seeds sprouted in the kelp pots, but
they were shorter than those in the plastic pots. Her
possible explanations were that while the kelp pots
started out wet, they dried out more than plastic did
after minimal watering of both or that the black plastic
trapped more heat than the light green kelp, boosting
winter growth. Caroline noted that native peoples
living along the Pacific Coast have made baskets
out of kelp for a long time and that the kelp pots she
crafted weren’t very difficult or time consuming to
make. “We don’t have to use plastic for everything
we make. There are alternatives that could be more
eco-friendly… I can’t wait to extend this project and
find other green solutions to the overuse of plastic,”
Caroline concluded.
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NORTH COAST
CHAPTER
Field Trips

June 18, Saturday. Christmas Prairie Field Trip. We
will explore this diverse lake at 2300 ft. on the forested
ridge west of Redwood Creek, courtesy of Green
Diamond Resource Company. This diverse site includes
upland grassland, vernally inundated meadows, and
boggy lake margins. The Small Camas and Harlequin
Lotus should be blooming among diverse wet meadow
plants and several rare species. We will explore on foot
short distances at three places. We will carpool in high
clearance, AWD or 4WD vehicles. Dress for the weather;
bring lunch and water for a full day. Contact Carol for
details: 707-822-2015, theralphs@humboldt1.com.
June 25, Saturday. Kneeland Forest and Meadow Day
Hike. Shy flowers under the Douglas-fir and Tanoak
and cheerful flowers in the prairie, as well as our special
focus, the grasses, await us as we walk 1-2 miles along
paths on the ridgetop property of Mark and Melinda
Bailey at almost 2800 ft. Dress for the weather; bring
lunch and water for a full day. Attendance limited.
Contact Carol to sign up: 707-822-2015, theralphs@
humboldt1.com.

Evening Programs will resume in September.

CALIFORNIA NATIVE
PLANT SOCIETY
Wild Plants Are Not Always Native
by Carol Ralph
Every year several visitors to our Wildflower Show
startle me with remarks that indicate that they are not
clear on the difference between “wild” and “native.”
“Wild” applies to individual plants that were not
purposely planted by people. The wildflowers in our
show fit this definition. You can usually tell if a plant
is “wild”—whether it was planted or not—by where it
is growing.
You cannot, however, tell if it is “native” (or
“indigenous”). “Native” applies to a species, not an
individual. To know if a plant is native, you have to know
what species it is and how it got here. A “native” species
is one that grew in an area before Europeans arrived,
i.e., Europeans did not bring it to the area, purposely or
accidentally. “Native”
must be specified
to a lo c ale— this
county? this state?
An individual of a
native species is native
whether it is growing
in the “wild” or in a
Wild, non-native Yellow Bush Lupine garden.

The opposite of “native” are species that arrived with
Europeans. These plants are referred to in various ways;
“non-native” seems to me the most clear. A species that
is non-native in an area is non-native whether it is in
a garden or in the wild. Non-native species that grow
so rampantly that they cause significant ecological or
economic harm are classified as “invasive.” Again, the
geographic area must be specified. What is invasive in
Humboldt County might not be in Los Angeles County
and vice versa.

At the Wildflower Show, a table-full of beautiful, wild, plants that
are non-native, invasive plants in our area..

Stay Updated:

www.northcoastcnps.org
facebook.com/NorthCoastCNPS

CNPS welcomes everyone. No expertise required.

Hill Day with the Surfrider Humboldt Chapter
Sabriyya Ghanizada, EcoNews Intern
“The Surfrider Foundation is a grassroots nonprofit environmental organization dedicated to
the protection and enjoyment of our ocean, waves
and beaches for all people. Founded in 1984 by a
handful of visionary surfers, Surfrider’s network
includes over 185 volunteer chapters and student
clubs, and over a million members and supporters.”
- Surfrider Foundation.
The Surfrider Foundation Humboldt Chapter
participated in Hill Day, with Delia Bense-Kang as
the Humboldt Chapter’s team captain. Bense-Kang
led a group of volunteers to meet with Northern
and Central California representatives. During ten
meetings scheduled over the course of two days, the
team prepared by studying the legislation Surfrider is
supporting and opposing as well as getting briefed on
the representatives they’d meet with.
The Humboldt Surfrider chapter supports Hill
Day by sending volunteers to participate and be the
voice of the constituents in the area. The chapter also
helps by sharing action alerts on the bills. In the past,
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Surfrider has been able to secure ongoing funding
for the BEACH Act and Clean Water State Revolving
Fund, and get anti-offshore oil drilling bills passed.
Surfrider’s 2022 Federal priorities are the Break
Free From Plastic Pollution Act, funding critical
EPA programs to protect U.S. beaches from sewage
pollution and supporting ocean climate solutions.
The organization also advocates for laws that aim
to reduce single-use plastics, which include plastic
straws and bags. Plastic pollution is detrimental
to the environment, health, and the entire marine
ecosystem.
According to Surfrider, The U.S. produces more
plastic waste than any other country in the world,
at an estimated 42 million metric tons each year.
With only 9 percent of plastic ever recycled, most
of this waste ends up mismanaged and polluting our
environment, including our air, water, seafood and
more. By supporting the Break Free From Plastic
Pollution Act, Congress would require producers
of packaging, containers, and food-service products
to design, manage, and finance waste and recycling
programs. It would also ban certain single-use
www.yournec.org

plastic products that are not recyclable. This ban
would prohibit toxic chemicals from being included
in compostable products. It would also ensure
translation services are provided for non-English
speaking communities and accessibility services for
the disability community.
The Ocean-Based Climate Solutions Act of 2022
will enhance coastal resilience, reduce greenhouse
gas emissions, ensure climate-planning is inclusive
and protect critical habitat and blue carbon.
Surfrider Humboldt also supports appropriations
of over four billion dollars that may go towards
funding critical EPA programs to protect U.S. beaches
from sewage pollution.
To support these bills and more, the easiest
thing to do is visit go.surfrider.org/coastalhillday to
sign all the action alerts! This will automatically send
a message to your representatives asking them to
support this year’s legislative priorities.
Stay in the know about Hill Day! Follow @
Surfrider on social media, visit its website humboldt.
surfrider.org/ and become a member to receive
email updates!
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Community Coastal Column
Garbage Land: On The Secret Trail of Trash
Ivy Munnerlyn, Coastal Programs Coordinator
During my time at the NEC, I’ve read a lot about
the environmental consequences of our disposable
culture. For this month’s Coastal Column, I wanted
to dig a little deeper and learn about all the other
factors that make our trash so fascinating and so
frustrating. Fortunately, the Eureka Public Library
had all the answers I needed. There are several
titles available on the topic of trash, but Elizabeth
Royte’s 2005 book Garbage Land: On the Secret
Trail of Trash stands out as an entertaining and
informative read.
Royte starts her journey at the curb. She watches
as her trash is carried off by the army of New
York City trash collectors, then follows the trail to
several regional transfer stations. Here she runs into
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difficulties. The Supreme Court has ruled that we
have no privacy rights over our garbage like we do
our mail, but the dump managers she encountered
were still extremely hesitant to let her have a tour.
This suspicion could be a relic from the older era of
trash service in New York, which was run by violent
mob bosses and finally broken up in the late 1990s.
It could also stem from the fact that at the dump,
there’s a lot to hide. We like to imagine that our trash
simply disappears when we take our bins out to the
curb. In many ways, the trash collection and disposal
industry are set up to reinforce that myth. Royte
notes that the industry has become “increasingly
privatized and removed from the public eye” as our
culture has shifted towards valuing “clean living”
and zero waste. If you wanted to visit a landfill in
the early 1900s, you easily could. While there, you
may have seen several other people
picking through the debris for items
of value. As our trash has shifted from
the public realm to the private, it has
also become geographically separated
from the people who generated it.
Most major metropolitan areas
ship their trash far from prying eyes,
often to low income communities of
color in states like Pennsylvania and
West Virginia. For these communities,
a new dump can be both a blessing
and a curse. It can bring desperately
needed funding and jobs to small
towns with struggling economies.
However, neighbors may be suddenly
confronted with the noises and fumes
of hundreds of garbage trucks driving
to and from the new dump each day.
This illustrates one of the basic truths of
the environmental justice movement:
poorer, non-white communities suffer
more environmental harms than
richer, majority-white ones.
Royte explores more of these
themes throughout her book, which
goes on to cover the recycling industry,
experiments in compost, the science
behind stinky trash, toxic waste, and
more. Garbage Land can be checked
out from Humboldt County Public
Libraries, and is one among several
books available on the history and
culture of our trash. Other options
include Edward Humes’s book
Garbology: Our Dirty Love Affair with
Trash, and Adam Minter’s Junkyard
Planet: Travels in the Billion-dollar
Trash Trade. Happy reading!
www.yournec.org
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c o a s t Env

Tra s h Ar t D e a d l i n e : July 15
Co m m u n i t y O n l i n e Vo t i n g : July 18 - 31
Ar t Sh ow : July 23, 10am - 1pm,
Arcata Farmers Market

w w w. yo u r n e c. o rg / c ra f t 4 co a s t

Presents

2021-2022 CLASSES & EVENTS with Jane Bothwell
Seasonal Herb Walks
July 10 – Redwood Creek
Sept. 11 – Fern Canyon
Beginning with Herbs
Sept. 15-Nov. 3

Herbal Journey to Greece:
Greek Isle of Ikaria
May 7-17, 2022
10-Mo. Herbal Studies
Feb. - Nov. 2022

707-442-8157 • www.dandelionherb.com

NCCS

Inc.

North Coast Cleaning Services
The Green Cleaning
Specialists
Commercial office cleaning,
window cleaning, and
carpet cleaning services.
www.northcoastcleaning.com
707-269-0180
PO Box 177, Eureka, CA 95502
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Community
Food Guide
Elena Bilheimer, EcoNews Journalist
The 2022 Humboldt and Del Norte Community
Food Guide, created by Cooperation Humboldt, is
now available at newsstands throughout Humboldt
and Del Norte Counties. Physical copies of the
guide can also be found at the North Coast Co-op
and the North Coast Grower's Association (NCGA)
booth at the farmers’ market, and it is also available
to be downloaded as a pdf or accessed through the
Cooperation Humboldt website. All articles are also
available online in Spanish.
This publication is part of the Food Sovereignty
program of Cooperation Humboldt and its main goals
are to promote justice, sovereignty and localization
in the food system. As Tamara McFarland, Editor and
Food Team Coordinator at Cooperation Humboldt,
said in the welcome letter of the food guide, “…
we believe that access to nutritious, culturally
appropriate food is a fundamental human right that
should never be dependent on wealth or income.”
The guide contains many useful and engaging
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articles, including an explanation of California’s
Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP)
benefits and how to use EBT (Electronic Benefits
Transfer) at NCGA’s farmers’ markets, education
about the several Community Supported Agriculture
(CSA) models practiced locally, information about
the new composting law SB 1383 and tips for
learning how to compost at home, descriptions of
gardening and permaculture, a deep dive into all
things mushroom, and recipes for delicious and
healthy meals. The guide also provides a directory
of free and low-cost food resources, restaurants,
gardening supplies, local farms and much more.
In addition to the food guide, other components
of Cooperation Humboldt’s Food Sovereignty
program include its Little Free Pantries that
provide nonperishable food or personal care items
for anyone to take what they need, community
fruit trees that are offered for free to community
members and organizations willing to make the
fruit available to everyone, the Mini Gardens project
which delivers and installs complete small garden
setups to low-income residents, the co-stewardship
of Jardín Santuario with Centro del Pueblo, and
education through videos and in-person workshops
and garden tours.
Providing a comprehensive and accessible
guide for the community is an important part
of Cooperation Humboldt’s overall mission. In
the article “Meeting Needs & Shifting Culture”,
McFarland stated, “It [the Humboldt and Del Norte
Community Food Guide] is a powerful tool for
sharing information, supporting local producers,
and empowering residents to access nutritious
locally grown foods. This is a critical piece of our
broader vision.”
If you would like to learn more, become involved
with Cooperation Humboldt, or support the 2023
Food Guide in order to help continue to provide
the community with thoughtful and necessary
information, please check out Cooperation
Humboldt’s website at cooperationhumboldt.
com/food-guide.
Echa un vistazo a la versión en español de la guía
de alimentos en cooperationhumboldt.com/foodguide-spanish.
www.yournec.org

National Trails
Day Celebration
Humboldt Trails Council

The Humboldt Trails Council (HTC) invites you
to get out and celebrate National Trails Day on June
4th and stop by one of their three activity stations
to learn more about the important role community
plays in protecting and promoting trails. HTC will
be hosting activity stations at the Arcata Marsh
Interpretive Center, the Eureka Waterfront Trail
North near Blue Ox Mill (accessed via the end of
Y Street), or on the Hikshari’ Trail (at the parking
lot at the end of Hilfiker Road). Participate in a Trail
Treasure Hunt, share what trails mean to you, or sign
up for a mailing list and be eligible to enter a drawing
for a $50 gift certificate from Pacific Outfitters.
Activity stations will be offering light refreshments,
information on local trails, bike maps to share, and
other ways to access and get involved with supporting
our local trails. Community members can also
choose to participate in the June 4th Volunteer Trail
Stewards work day, from 9-11 and be entered in the
drawing. Contact Stacy at sbecker@reninet.com to
sign up for the work day event.
For more information about local trails and
National Trails Day activities, visit: humtrails.org

Source: Humboldt Trails Council Facebook
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Eye on

Washington

Dan Sealy, NEC Legislative Analyst

The Current DC Climate and You

As the local beauty of spring in DC moves
to the storms and unpredictability of late spring
and summer, the national political climate also
moves into a somewhat forecastable but stormy
pattern. The bipartisan legislative gains of early
spring melt in the heat of arriving summer and
the fever of elections. Every one of the 435 seats
in the House of Representatives including our
Representative, Huffman (D-CA) and 34 seats in the
Senate, including Padilla (D-CA) are up for election
or reelection. Attention to passage of meaningful
legislation runs up against the wall of time-consuming
fundraising and heightened rhetoric. The majority
(currently Democrat) is willing to cut unrelated
amendments if the minority will compromise and
support passage of bills. The minority (currently
Republican) counterpoint is to deprive opponents of
wins that help with reelection back home unless the
legislation is extremely popular in their hometowns
as well. Result: unpredictable, stormy climate.
Economists still point to important indicators
showing the nation’s economy is doing well. But
the stressors of the pandemic, which opened up
entirely new work and industry directions, coupled
with the huge costs of the United States support for
Ukraine in this destructive and evil war, will continue
to have significant impacts on the aspirational
promises to voters of resource protections and
innovation in sustainability. The budget is not
infinite. Hundreds of millions of dollars to defend
Ukraine and democracy competes with endangered
species protections, public lands, climate research,
and all sorts of conservation efforts.

A Glimpse Back

During the last administration, we published
informative briefs on members of the cabinet
and agency heads to help readers understand the
leanings and potential for important conservation
appointments. Appointments were complicated
by the administration’s avoidance of the Senate
confirmation process for everything from secretaries
to important agency heads. The long-term viability
and legality of a number of decisions signed by some
of those unconfirmed heads is still largely unknown
though there have been challenges.
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Contrast that with the confirmed appointees
that are responsible for the nation’s resources and
ecological health. Instead of a citizen writing a letter
to a generic “Whomever happens to see this …”, a
letter of support or opposition now can actually
be addressed to a known individual in most cases.
Generalizations may not be all that helpful but
the conservation credentials of the current appointees
to those positions stack up favorably to those of
the previous administration. Fewer come from a
background of either a monetary conflict of interest,
such as Sec. of the Interiors, Zinke and Bernhardt
compared to Sec. Deb Haaland, or have a history
laced with political beliefs that stymied missionimportant work such as protecting endangered
species, fighting the climate crisis and cleaning up
dangerous toxins. In the next few months, I will try
to give readers biographical notes on the people in
this administration who have a direct duty to protect
and conserve the nation’s ecological resources.

PureWaterSpas
3750 Broadway | jaysooter.com | 707.444.8001

Mon - Sat 10:30am-5:30pm

Hot Tubs | Saunas | Service | Supplies
Serving Humboldt County for over 35 years.

A Time for Each to Determine a Strategy

Elections, both local and national, will consume
much of the public space. Voters need to ask
candidates questions to clarify their positions on
important conservation topics and weigh the “perfect
candidate” against the “best candidate” regardless
of party affiliation. More importantly, each person
should think beyond November and make a plan to
stay focused on the most essential conservation goals
they have and find a way out of the rhetoric on both
sides so those goals can be accomplished through
individual actions and work with organizations.

Make your voice heard
U.S. Representative - California District 2
Congressman Jared Huffman
www.huffman.house.gov

California Governor

Governor Gavin Newsom
www.gov.ca.gov

Find All Elected Officials at:

Earth Day is
Everyday
Just because Earth Day is over, doesn't mean
that we should stop being eco-conscious to
create a healthier and happier planet.

*Recycle
*Buy Local
*Buy Non Toxic Cleaning
Solutions
*Reduce Waste
*Volunteer for Cleanups
*Buy Bulk Foods Using
Reusable Bags

www.usa.gov/elected-officials
www.yournec.org
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Humboldt's flying Squirrel
Elena Bilheimer, EcoNews Journalist

these squirrels also exhibit some other rare attributes
and behavior. For reasons completely unknown to
Few rodents can capture the public’s attention
researchers so far, they glow pink under ultraviolet
and imagination like flying squirrels. Worldwide, there
light, a discovery that was made while researchers were
are about 46 species of flying squirrels out of the over
out surveying for insects with black lights and were
300 species of squirrels. Flying squirrels are found
surprised and confounded by the pink-purple animals
everywhere except Australia, New Zealand, Antarctica,
gliding around them. In addition to their special ability
South America and Africa. Papers published in 2017
to glow, flying squirrels tend to communicate through
documented the existence of a distinct species of
ultrasonic vocalizations, which are beyond human
squirrel — the Humboldt's flying squirrel (Glaucomys
hearing range. The reasons behind this method of
oregonensis) — previously thought to
communication are also still unknown,
be part of the Northern flying squirrel
but the hypothesis is that their predators
species (Glaucomys sabrinus).
can't hear them when they communicate
According to the 2017 paper by
in this range.
Arbogast et al. describing these new
While there has been some research
findings, this squirrel was named “...in
done on the Northern Flying Squirrel,
honor of the eminent naturalist Alexander
there is still much to learn about the
von Humboldt and in reference to the
distinct Humboldt species. A lot of the
coastal northern California county that
data that has been collected thus far may
bears his name and lies in the heart of
have to be reapproached now that it has
the geographic distribution of this newly
come to light in recent years that they
described taxon (Fig. 5)”. The Humboldt's
are separate species with overlapping
Flying Squirrel was designated a unique
ranges. Studying these creatures more
and separate species due to genetic
closely and individually is made difficult
testing, and surprisingly, it was found that
by the fact that they are nocturnal and can
Northern Flying Squirrels and Southern
be negatively affected by more invasive
Flying Squirrels (Glaucomys volans) are
methods of research such as radio collaring
more genetically similar than Humboldt’s
and tracking rather than just baited camera
Flying Squirrels are to Northern Flying
traps. Through their research, Clucas and
her team have found the baited camera
Squirrels.
This species is found on the west
traps and ultrasonic recorders to be useful
coast of North America from British
noninvasive ways to learn more about
Humboldt Flying Squirrel. Photo by Dr. Nicholas Kerhoulas, Research Assistant and Lecturer,
Columbia, Canada, to southern California
the Humboldt's Flying Squirrel’s habitat
Department of Wildlife, Cal Poly Humboldt
in the United States, which includes the
and have documented them in multiple
states of Washington and Oregon. While this species
species. Additionally, Clucas described squirrels as
places throughout Humboldt, including the Arcata
of squirrel is not tied to a particular type of tree in a
the peanut butter of the forest, as essentially anything
Community Forest and Headwaters Forest Reserve.
forest, they are forest obligate, and make their nests
would be delighted to snack on them. They provide an
If you happen to be out at night in any of these areas,
in the cavities found in trees, fallen logs, the ground,
important nugget of protein for predators, especially
keep your eyes peeled for any flying creatures and try
or even sometimes peoples’ attics. Barbara Clucas, a
for species of conservation concern, including both
not to get too caught up in what they are saying about
professor in the Department of Wildlife at Cal Poly
the Northern Spotted Owl (Strix occidentalis caurina)
you out of your hearing range.
Humboldt, conducted a study with the help of a group
and Fishers (Pekania pennanti).
Check out this video to see how flying squirrels
of undergraduate students that used baited camera traps
The flying squirrels’ penchant for fungi is one
use their pantagium to soar through the forest! (www.
to show that the Humboldt's Flying Squirrel can be
of the hypothesized reasons for their ability to “fly”,
youtube.com/watch?v=C7DbGl36AWA)
found in both old-growth and second-growth Coastal
or more accurately, glide, in order to cover large
For more information about the study conducted
Redwood forests of the Humboldt region. However,
distances in the forest and locate the random patches
by Barbara Clucas and her team, check out her recent
they found that the number of detections and activity
of their favorite food. Due to a large membrane called
paper “Using Camera Traps to Survey Humboldt’s
levels were greater in the old-growth forest, which
a patagium that stretches between their wrists and
Flying Squirrels in Old- and Second-Growth Redwood
may be because old-growth forests usually have more
ankles, and another that goes between their ankles
Forests”, published in Northwestern Naturalist, or look
cavities available for making nests and dens.
and tail, their anatomy essentially allows them to
into the 2017 paper by Arbogast et al. detailing the
While there is still a lot to learn about the exact
become a parachute floating between trees. This is a
Humboldt's Flying Squirrel as a separate species entitled
tendencies and behaviors of the Humboldt's Flying
“Genetic data reveal a cryptic species of New World
special sight, and actually catching a glimpse of the
Squirrels, in general, female squirrels make their cavities
Humboldt's Flying Squirrel in action is rare due to
flying squirrel: Glaucomys oregonensis” published in
the Journal of Mammalogy.
warm and cozy by lining them with soft material and
their nocturnal and evasive behavior.
Besides their uncommon method of locomotion,
duff in order to provide a habitable environment for
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their pups. The reproductive activity of this species
(breeding to lactation) occurs from April to August,
with the females providing all the parental care.
One of the most charming and unique aspects of this
animal is their diet, which consists mainly of truffles and
other fungi found throughout a forest. Their foraging
habits have also proven to be ecologically important,
as they support young tree growth by increasing
mycorrhizae (fungi that have a symbiotic relationship
with the roots of many plants), and dispersing fungal
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Get on Board for the

Climate

3

Hercules for CAP Coordinator
6
Martha Walden, 11th Hour
The men and women who work for the county and
the cities from Rio Dell to Trinidad have addressed a
crucial question: How can we here in Humboldt County
help avert the catastrophic effects of climate change?
The crisis has already begun, and we must invest our
best efforts. We can't put up our feet in the belief that
someone else is better suited to do the hard work.
The long-awaited Climate Action Plan (CAP)
puts forward many excellent ideas such as municipal
facilities replacing their backup diesel generators
with solar plus storage. Rio Dell has already pursued
this. Another idea is to work with Redwood Coast
Energy Center and Schatz Energy Research Center
to identify locations ideal for solar, hydropower, and
wind energy and to amend zoning codes to facilitate
siting and permitting.
The CAP puts forward some bad ideas as well. The
worst one is to increase consumption of renewable
diesel. Soy oil, the feedstock most in demand for
making the stuff, entails taking arable land out of food
production, or cutting down carbon-sequestering forest
and jungle to grow soybeans. Food prices shoot up. Even
worse, life cycle analyses reveal that renewable diesel
production requires more energy than it produces.
It's the ethanol boondoggle all over again, only worse.
Another biofuel in the CAP isn't mentioned
explicitly except for in a footnote, but its presence
plays a role all the same. Our plan to reduce emissions
relies in several instances on the assumption that
Humboldt's supply of electricity will be "zero carbon"
after 2025. But Redwood Coast Energy Authority
(RCEA) has contracted to burn wood to produce a
quarter of our electricity until 2031 at the minimum.

As footnote #35 notes, California does not recognize
emissions from biomass because of its biogenic nature.
So although burning wood deposits a huge amount
of carbon in the atmosphere, those emissions will
hopefully be balanced out by the growing forests of
the world many years in the future. "Net-zero" is the
correct term that describes this rather rosy assumption.
The CAP goes so far as to say that measures to reduce
electricity consumption won't substantially reduce
greenhouse gas emissions after 2025 since all of our
electricity will be carbon-free.
Some of the good ideas in the CAP are just that —
ideas. The vague word "support" is sometimes called
an implementation measure. Support electrifying
lawn equipment – great idea, especially considering
that one hour of lawn mower emissions equals that
of a hundred-mile trip for the average vehicle (a
fascinating nugget of information I learned in the
CAP). But who's going to see to the electrification
of lawn equipment? In a similar vein, 34 percent of
vehicles in Humboldt county are forecasted to be zero
emission vehicles (ZEVs) by 2030 while only 1 percent
are now zero emissions. How are we going to support
that? Ideas such as reducing construction waste by 75
percent have more substance because an ordinance
is proposed to see to it. Decarbonizing municipal
buildings is another good proposal because it's under
the control of municipal governments.
Of course, we're going to need funding for these
good ideas. The CAP proposes to hire a coordinator to
be responsible for not only funding but also budgeting,
reporting, research, and outreach.
Humboldt's CAP needs more muscle than that
to deliver on its good ideas. With more wisdom it
can avoid the ideas that look good only on paper. A
genuine crisis demands our genuine best work.

Humboldt County Climate Action Plan Anticipated Timeline for Adoption. Source: humboldtgov.org
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Solutions
Summit
YOUR DESTINATION FOR
ENVIRONMENTAL SOLUTIONS
AND SUCCESS STORIES
Michael D. Pulliam

CALIFORNIA COMPOST AT WORK
Composting food scraps and using compost on
farms helps resist droughts and hugely reduces emissions of methane, a serious greenhouse gas. California's
new compost mandate (SB 1383) helps make this
positive impact wider.
California is the United States' leading food producer, an achievement that requires a lot of water.
At the end of April 2022, when millions of Southern
California residents were issued tighter water use
restrictions, the need for more water-efficient agriculture became even more obvious. That efficient
future comes closer with help from California's new
composting law, which requires cities to reduce the
landfilling of compostables by 75 percent by 2025.
Food waste makes up 20-25 percent of the stuff
in our landfills, and when food waste decomposes at
the dump it releases methane gas into the atmosphere.
Methane gas is tens of times more potent than carbon
dioxide and is one of the leading ingredients in global
warming. Landfills are the third-largest source of
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methane emissions in the US.
Recology, an employee-owned waste management
company, established curbside food scraps collection
in San Francisco in 1996. Since then, hundreds of cities
and numerous universities across the US have followed
suit. (Arcata, CA, has a worker-owned company called
Full Cycle Compost offering curbside food scrap collection!) Now that California's composting law is in
place, many more cities are sure to join in and offer
bins for food waste. Recology operates 8 composting
facilities in California, Oregon, and Washington which
handle food waste combined with yard trimmings for
over 150 communities. In 2020 alone, they collected
and processed over 810,000 metric tons of these kinds
of organic waste.
When farmers use compost as fertilizer during a
drought, the moisture-rich soil additive helps farms
yield up to 40 percent more food than farms without
compost, saving loads of water. Household food scraps
like coffee grounds and banana peels are a big help in
feeding the soil and aiding drought resistance. City
composting programs around California and the rest
of the US produce thousands of truckloads of usable
compost every year which goes to farms, orchards,
and vineyards.
A Recology representative said, "This program gives
individuals, communities and entire municipalities a
way to do something very useful to help slow climate
change—and to help get carbon out of the atmosphere
and back into the soil where it belongs." So far, their
composting program has diverted over 2.5 million
tons of waste from landfills, reducing thousands of
tons of methane emissions and aiding local farms in
their food production and water-saving goals.
Many areas like Humboldt County don't have the
infrastructure for large-scale compost processing. Until
those are in place, talk compost with local companies
like Full Cycle and your area's farms and gardens. Do
good for the earth and join the movement!
Source: Good News Network
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NEW ENZYME FOR
DIGESTING PLASTICS
Researchers at the University of Texas at Austin (UT Austin) have created a computer model of
a bacterial enzyme capable of digesting plastics in
new ways, under more conditions, and in less time
than ever before. This possibility opens the way for
cleaning up existing plastic waste and bringing about
a circular recycling economy sooner than later. The
computer model is an important first step in making
this future a reality.
Many common plastic packaging materials and
polyester fibers are composed in part of polyethylene
terephthalate (PET), an ingredient that is notoriously
long-lasting and difficult to break down. PET products make up nearly 12 percent of all the trash in the
world, and so far it's been a huge challenge to collect
them for recycling, let alone reclaim what's already
in landfills and the ocean.
In the past 15 years, there have been several discoveries of wild bacteria that use plastic (including
PET) as a food source, naturally breaking down the
stubborn compounds into smaller parts. Some groups
of scientists have previously attempted to mutate these
bacteria to be more efficient plastic eaters, but so far
the results have required specific temperatures and
still take a long time to work.
So a team of researchers at UT Austin used artificial intelligence to help solve the problem. Professor Hal Alper and his colleagues collected dozens of
discarded PET plastic items as well as some of the
wild plastic-eating bacteria. The team put information from all these sources into a computer modeling
program and let artificial intelligence identify which
mutations of the bacteria would be ideally suited to
gobbling up PET waste.
The result was an enzyme called FAST-PETase,
an organic molecule that's able to break down PET in
moderately cool temperatures and, in some cases, as
fast as 24 hours. This makes the enzyme much easier
to produce, transport to areas where it's needed, and
work quickly on removing plastic buildup. In the
right settings, the broken down plastic particles can
be recaptured and reassembled—big recycling on a
tiny scale that can help reduce waste.
Members of the research team said, "This work
really demonstrates the power of bringing together
different disciplines, from synthetic biology to chemical engineering to artificial intelligence." And, "The
possibilities are endless across industries to leverage
this leading-edge recycling process…. Through these
more sustainable enzyme approaches, we can begin
to envision a true circular plastics economy."
Sources: Good News Network, Nature.com
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EcoNews
Community
Creations
silver spotted butterfly
by Ellen E. Taylor
The Gods of Everything are leaving :
Human evil fires their rage!
Missiles, drones, bombs, greed, pride, thieving :
Times to end the Iron Age.
Grabbing thunderbolts to throw
One studies Earth to pick his mark
But something stops him from below:
A project in Sequoia Park!
..where, fixed, with smooth, unerring glove,
Attention rapt, and practiced eye,
A woman feeds the larvae of
The Silver Spotted Butterfly,
Deaf to guns and cries of anguish,
Looming chaos, toxic mist.
These winged spirits must not languish:
Just a handful still exist!
The gods then through their memories grope
And their mythology unlocks:
For lo! This butterfly is Hope
Escaped from poor Pandora’s box!
..the frail but fervent Hope that flies
With all the griefs her box confined:
The fears, which hold us in a vice
And crush the soul of humankind.
Gone now the Olympian glares:
Their countenances beam with pleasure
For a beat, Eureka shares
A godly flash of Hope, a treasure.
May our hands be as unerring
As the woman’s at the Zoo!
For Earth, scourge-stricken, frail, despairing
Silverspot leads counter-coup.

Juneteenth: Celebrate Freedom
Black Humboldt

Juneteenth is a national holiday celebrating the
date African Slaves were both freed from Slavery
but more importantly the day The US decided to
recognize said freedom. Today we honor this day
by celebrating Black culture, Black Community,
diversity and freedom! This year the Black
Community of Humboldt County has curated a
weekend long Juneteenth Festival starting Thursday
June 16th and lasting through Monday June 20th,
the event will feature a wide variety of events open
to the whole community with our annual park party
being held Sunday June 19th on the Arcata Plaza 12
- 7pm (online options). If you’d like to support the
event we’re looking for volunteers, donations, items
for the plaza party and sponsors.
Juneteenth dates back to 1865, it was on some
day around June 19th, that the Union soldiers, led
by Major General Gordon Granger, arrived in
Galveston, Texas with news that the war had ended
and that the enslaved were free. Note that this was
two and a half years AFTER President Lincoln’s
Emancipation Proclamation, signed January 1, 1863.
The Emancipation Proclamation had little impact
on the Texans due to the minimal number of Union
troops and the platation owners’ need for slavery.
Find out more at juneteenth.com/history.html
Through this annual event the community
has been able to enjoy a safe, inclusive space
that highlights and platforms the vibrant BIPOC
communities of Humboldt County. We have been
able to create a space to discuss and celebrate
the intersections of Black culture & history with
American History, and start to establish positive
representation for The Black & Brown community
that thrives in Humboldt County. This holiday is one
that is very important and empowering for Black

and Brown communities all over the United States
but especially for Humboldt County, as Black people
currently only make up 2% of the population. This
small population struggles to create and maintain
representation as an equal part of the community
in comparison to the majority white community.
Black history is a part of The United States’ history
and is important to celebrate as we create safe
spaces and inclusion for Black, Indigenous and POC
communities in Humboldt County.
For more information go to www.
BlackHumboldt.com, check out Black Humboldt
on all socials @BlackHumboldt or contact the team
directly at Blackhumboldt@gmail.com

Source: Black Humboldt.

USED REDWOOD LUMBER

Lorelei Lane, Arcata

OldGrowthTimbers.com 707-834-5340

Silver Spotted Butterfly. Lonniehuffman, Wikimedia.
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Help us continue to educate
advocate, and bring you

Please join or renew your annual membership
to the Northcoast Environmental Center.
Name
Address
City

State

Phone

Zip

E-mail

Annual Membership Amount
$50 - Pacific Fisher
$500 - Orca
$1000 - Redwood

$30 - Trillium
$100 - Coho Salmon
$250 - Spotted Owl
Other __________

Payment Options
Check enclosed (Payable to NEC)
Charge my Debit or Credit Card
Card Number ___________________________________
Exp. Date ___________________ CSV_______________

Memberships include a
monthly subscription to EcoNews
Do not mail me a print copy. I will read online at
www.yournec.org/econews
Please mail me a print copy.

I would like to become a sustaining
member! I pledge $_______ per month.
I will donate online at www.yournec.org/donations
Please bill my credit card monthly (fill form above)
I will mail a check monthly

This Membership is: (check only if applicable)
in memory of

in honor of

a gift

Name ______________________________________
Address _______________________________________
City, State, Zip__________________________________

Cut out and mail to:

NEC, PO Box 4259, Arcata, CA 95518
In recognition of your generosity, we will list your
name as a donor in EcoNews once a year.
I prefer my donation remain anonymous.
The Northcoast Environmental Center is a 501(c)(3), non-profit.
All donations are tax-deductible. EIN 23-7122386.

Northcoast Environmental Center
415 I Street, Arcata, CA 95521
MAIL TO: PO Box 4259, Arcata, CA 95518
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